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FOREWORD

Before you get started, we just want to let you know how much we appreciate you 
taking the time to check out The Nuadan Chronicles. We hope you enjoy your read-
through and look forward to any feedback you provide.

The scenario, Blood of the Sea, is designed for 3-4 players and one Game Master 
(GM). The players will choose from the four pre-generated characters provided. 
Depending on the group’s approach and decisions, it will take you roughly 3-4 
hours to play through the story.

Beneath the shadow of war and under the cloak of night, Blood of the Sea sees a 
small detachment of mercenaries infiltrate a captured military base on a distant 
island. Their mission: destroy precious government secrets and experimental tech-
nology before the enemy can exploit them.

During your mission, you may encounter a rule or mechanic that is confusing. If 
you become stuck, we advise you make a note of it and come up with an alternate 
solution. We’d prefer you have fun instead of trying to run a perfect game.

Once your playthrough is complete, please use this survey to submit your feed-
back and story ending by November 30, 2019. Blood of the Sea is a living story. 
The overall results submitted will have an impact on the world of Nuada.

Thank you so much for your support!

With Gratitude, 
Brooke & Jason Junker 
social@brokendice.net

P.S. The rules provided in the quickstart guide should be considered a summary of 
the full ruleset. The game is currently in development and changes may be made 
until it goes to print.

https://forms.gle/xCMgSxpzeXAgGBx18
mailto:mailto:social%40brokendice.net?subject=
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INTRODUCTION

At its core, The Nuadan Chronicles is science fantasy. Magic and technology co-ex-
ist, side-by-side, blurring the lines between the impossible and the improbable. 
People carry swords and steam long guns, ride in carriages and airships, and work 
dye farms and power stations.

The game is set several hundred years after a catastrophic event known as the 
Cataclysm permanently flooded the world, broke the greater moon, tore rifts in 
reality, and birthed the enigmatic fae.

The nations of the world are built on the bones of the old one, an advanced 
empire destined for the stars only to be drowned by the gods. Time, memory, and 
innovation has remade and reshaped cultures and religions. In the present age, 
most societies have begun to industrialize and push beyond the borders of the 
known world.

In The Nuadan Chronicles, players will become part of a living world. Technology 
will evolve, nations will break apart or fall, and new magic will be discovered. 
Together, we will weave a story that shapes the future of Nuada and its people.
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THE WORLD OF NUADA

Pronunciation Guide
Merath – MEH-raath  
Merathi – meh-RAA-thee - a person or entity from Merath; the language of Merath and Uldris  
Nuada – noo-AH-dah - the world  
Thrasyar – thrah-SHAR - the ancient empire and continent destroyed by the Cataclysm  
Uldris – UHL-dris/OOL-dris  
Uldrisian – uhl/ool-DREE-zhuhn - a person or entity from Uldris

Overview
It is 763 AC. After the Cataclysm. After the second 
moon shattered and rained fire upon the world. After 
the oceans swallowed the great cities and the sky wept 
and thundered for countless days and nights. Like a 
vengeful god, the Cataclysm uprooted the foundations 
of the world, erasing the past and thousands of years of 
human advancement.

Remnants of the Thrasyarid Empire are scattered across 
the islands of Nuada, from rusting skytowers and weath-
ered stone monuments to ancient power suits and Words 
of magic. At night, void machines sail across the sky like 
moving stars, their names and purpose forgotten.

Once threatened with extinction, humanity rebuilt itself, 
stone by stone, brick by brick, and from the ashes of 
the old empire arose six great nations, young and full of 
promise. Each aspires to achieve the glory and technical 
marvels of the Lost Age.

Much has changed. The borders of the world are 
reshaped and unknown, hidden lands beckoning from 
across the Great Deep, the vast ocean beyond the Veil 
of Storms. Fae haunt the wildlands, elemental spirits 
trapped between this world and the next. Flux crystals, 
magical gems which help power everything from sola 
lamps to airships, now permeate the earth itself.

And yet much remains the same. The six nations war 
amongst themselves in an endless cycle of retribution. 
Humans enslave humans in the name of pride, avarice, 
and religion. Death stalks the alleyways of the great 
cities as populations swell, new diseases and ancient 
secrets conspiring in silence.

And in the dark and hidden corners of the world, mon-
sters stir, awakened by humanity’s rumbling machines 
and grasping hands. They have not forgotten what 
was done to them before the world was destroyed and 
remade, nor will they readily forgive the children the sins 
of their forebears.
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Technology
In the current age, humanity is entering the dawn of a 
new industrial era. This rapid redevelopment would not 
have been possible without the relics and legends of 
the Lost Age to inspire generations of entrepreneurs 
and tinkerers.

Even in the earliest centuries, people could generate 
small amounts of electricity through the creation of crude 
windspinners and waterwheels. But it was not until the 
discovery of an ancient power station in the middle of 
the fifth century that humanity learned how to harness 
vast amounts of energy once more. Now electric lamps 
light urban streets and miners work beneath the hum-
ming white glow of sola spheres.

Through a complex process involving water, flux crys-
tals, and electricity another energy source was secured: 
steam. Large engines power airships, railships, and fac-
tories. Smaller generators provide warmth to homes and 
businesses, although less so in small towns and villages 
outside city walls.

Communication has evolved as well. Literacy rates have 
risen steadily since the invention of the printing press 
and telegraph lines follow major roads between cities.

Steam guns, invented nearly three centuries ago, are a 
common sight nowadays with the miniaturization of bat-
teries and steam tanks. While deadly, the weapons have 
difficulty punching through well-made armor and walls of 
kinetic magic. Thus, the brutality of open melee combat 
continues to be a feature of modern warfare, soldiers 
and mercenaries clashing with sword and shield, pistols 
and thunder shells, bullets whizzing across the steam-
filled air.

Magic
No one is entirely sure when magic first came into exis-
tence. The oral traditions and generational memory sug-
gest magic has been around as long as the world has 
existed — it is even theorized that humanity has forgot-
ten most of the magic it once knew. Others believe magic 
was born out of the chaos of the Cataclysm, the laws of 
nature rent asunder in the face of the metaphysical.
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Regardless, magic is real and it has altered the world 
in profound ways. Some fear its powers. Some have 
embraced it. It obeys the laws of nature one moment, 
only to ignore them a moment later. Anyone can wield 
magic, as long as they can speak, are strong of will, and 
prepared to pay the price — flux.

At its core, magic is a language and consists of Words. 
By themselves, they can do nothing. But when combined 
together to form spells, the Words yield amazing feats of 
power. Some Words are universally known, such as Fire 
and Heal. Other Words are closely guarded secrets or 
have been lost over time.

Yet for all the power of these Words, magic is fleeting. 
Unless channeled, all spells quickly evaporate after being 
cast. The only way a spell can permanently alter the world 
is via flux, which is the result of a caster exceeding their 
limits. Reality can only tolerate so many violations of the 
natural order before things start to go awry. These flux 
effects may be benign (frost covers the area around the 
caster) or severe (the caster opens a rift and destroys 
the surrounding landscape).

Through practice and self-discipline, a caster can heal, 
entertain, or defend oneself. Magic, like anything else 
humanity utilizes, can be wielded in many ways, both 
good and evil. See page 44 to learn more about how 
magic works.

Flux Crystals
Beneath the earth are magic crystals varying in shades 
from pale white to bright azure. These flux crystals are 
used for many purposes. They can be imbued with magic 
spells, allowing someone to cast without accumulating 
flux, or dissolved in water and heated, producing steam 
power for airships, hover carriages, and guns. Flux crys-
tals are also highly valued by the wealthy as items of 
prestige and beauty and by the religious for their sym-
bolic connection to the divine.

Catalyst Stones
Catalyst stones are flux crystals that have been imbued 
with a spell. It is thought the number of spells a stone can 
hold is unlimited — of course, any enchanter worth their 
salt restricts the number of spells per stone to ensure 
repeat customers. Catalyst stones are a convenient way 
for those who have not mastered a particular magic Word 
to cast without fear of accruing flux and experiencing 

unwanted side effects. This makes the crystals highly 
valuable and incredibly expensive. See page 53 on 
how to use catalyst stones.

Mercenaries
In the midst of this new age exist those ruthless profi-
teers and cunning rogues: mercenaries. Traditional cam-
paigns in The Nuadan Chronicles assume the players 
are part of a legitimate mercenary guild hired to fulfill a 
particular contract. Since the characters are all part of 
the same guild, it’s reasonable to assume they all know 
each other or have at least heard of one another before 
venturing forth on their assigned mission. The group of 
players is referred to as a company.

Being mercenaries gives the players some wiggle-room 
when it comes to roleplay and how they want others to 
perceive them. Their characters could play the stereotyp-
ical mercenaries who are only in it for themselves and 
the money, social niceties be damned. Or they could play 
the honorable sellswords who strive to bring fame and 
fortune to their humble guild. They can even operate as 
cunning tacticians or charming diplomats.

As the GM (Game Master), you control the guild master, 
the person who assigns contracts; builds political and 
business alliances; manages the guild’s operations and 
budgets; and accepts (or bans) guild members. The play-
ers’ mercenary characters are ultimately beholden to the 
guild master and their other guildmates.

Mercenaries are an accepted part of many nations. In 
Lemaria, all military personnel are technically mercenar-
ies loyal to the general or technocrat who hired them. 
Khadari nobles hire mercenaries to fight alongside their 
free and slave armies. In the country of Uldris (where 
the scenario takes place), mercenaries are regulated by 
the guild system and laws, and function as both enter-
tainers in the arenas and pseudo law enforcement if the 
wardens are too busy to take up a case.

Public perception towards mercenaries is mixed in 
Uldris. On the one hand, mercenaries are not burdened 
by bureaucracy and jurisdiction; on the other, some bully 
their way into delicate situations or shed blood at the 
slightest provocation. With the war raging in the east and 
the volunteer force of civilian peacekeepers vastly out-
numbered by the populace, the mercenary’s place as a 
fixture amongst Uldrisian society is secure for now.
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BEFORE THE JOURNEY
In Blood of the Sea, the players’ characters are part of 
a mercenary guild known as the Blue Hands. They have 
been unexpectedly requisitioned by the Uldrisian military 
to sabotage an experimental weapon and retrieve the 
research on it. The technology, a submarine, is located 
within the restricted military base of Rath Hakae on the 
secluded island Tairen Zae. The military had hoped to 
test the prototype against Merath’s powerful navy, but 
those plans will have to be delayed.

This may be wardens’ only chance to destroy the ves-
sel. Scouting reports indicate Merath has left a small 
contingent of marines and support personnel behind on 
the island, its fleet prowling deeper waters for Uldrisian 
ships and smugglers. With the main forces temporarily 
withdrawn, the company should meet little resistance 
once they infiltrate the base.

The nation of Uldris is still reeling from the after-ef-
fects of Merath’s invasion only two weeks ago. Most of 
the east coast is under enemy control or threatened. 
Saboteurs are cutting communication lines and destroy-
ing food supplies. Paranoia is running rampant through 
military ranks even as they open the floodgates to recruit 
as many new wardens as possible. Already in the midst 
of a poor harvest season and economic downturn, the 
winter ahead looks grim for many Uldrisians.

With resources stretched to the breaking point, the war-
dens must rely on mercenaries to get the job done. A 
victory, even one so small and bittersweet as this, would 
be greatly welcomed. If the company fails, it would not 
only be a demoralizing blow for the Uldrisian military, it 
could also sour any future deals between the wardens 
and the Blue Hands guild.

Objectives
The company’s objectives are to destroy the experimen-
tal submarine and retrieve the submarine data and sche-
matics, burning the rest of the archives if they have time. 
The group has until dawn to complete their mission and 
return to the drop-off point. The Merathi navy is in the 
area, so the Blue Hands have the night to get in and get 
out. If they are stranded or captured, there’s nothing the 
wardens can or will do.

Companions
Aiding the company is a retired security officer named 
Ailis and a techno-archaeologist named Jaera. To trans-
port the company to the island, the Uldrisian military has 
requisitioned an old fisher named Toebi and his boat. 
After sunset, the fisher will take the company and their 
entourage to a smuggler’s path known to Ailis. This hid-
den path will take them to Rath Hakae.

Reward
To compensate the guild, the wardens have promised to 
pay 1,000 drakes. The company is skeptical, but they 
have little choice in the matter.
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THE CHARACTERS

The pre-generated characters available are Alazar, Asena, Kuara, and Sethys. 
All four are part of the Blue Hands guild. After disappearing from the guild for 
unknown reasons, Alazar has reappeared just in time to join his companions on 
their mission. He remains tight-lipped about why he was gone and tries to deflect 
with jokes and flirtation. Asena and Kuara are guild veterans and looking forward 
to both the pay they’ll receive from the mission and finally getting to take the fight 
to the invading army. Ever reserved, Sethys has said little during their journey, 
brooding like the distant storm gathering at the edges of the starry horizon.

Each character is particularly suited to the mission in their own way. Alazar is 
worth more than his good looks; he carries long knives set with powerful catalyst 
stones. Formidable in a crowd, Asena wields her exotic greatsword with fearless 
strength. Kuara is a crack shot with her steam rifle and knowledgeable expert 
when it comes to technical items. As a practiced magic wielder, Sethys blinds foes 
with her shapeshifting shadow spells.

For more on each character’s backstory, appearance, and abilities, please refer-
ence the appropriate character profile.
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Alazar
The bastard son of a Merathi pitfighter and a Khadari 
princess of the Fox clan, Alazar grew up as a gladiator 
and soldier, achieving great honor through many battles 
and duels. When the trueborn son of his birth mother 
felt threatened by his popularity within the court, he con-
spired to have Alazar killed.

Alazar’s would-be assassins, the notorious Reapers, 
nearly succeeded, but the man escaped, stowing himself 
aboard a ship bound for Uldris. Without the responsibil-
ities and pressures of a Khadari court, Alazar is free to 
pursue the two things in life he enjoys most: fight-
ing and seducing beautiful people.

Although the ex-prince would never admit it, he 
still keeps an eye out for the legendary assassins 
of Khadar, whom, if the stories are to be believed, 
never fail to complete a contract.

Before their guild mission, Alazar had disappeared 
for a few months. The Reapers had finally tracked 
him down. Unwilling to jeopardize his guildmates, 
the man ran away, hoping to lose them. As fate would 
have it, Asena, Kuara, and Sethys stumbled across 
him at a port tavern while waiting for nightfall and the 
boat that will take them to Rath Hakae.

Alazar’s two long daggers are called Brightstar and 
Nighthowl. They were a gift from his mother and the only 
items he kept of his previous life. He would be safer 
without the attention their gilded hilts bring but the exiled 
prince can’t bring himself to give them up.
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Asena
Asena and her direwolf Blood Moon 
were on patrol one night, skirting along 
the base of the Bone Cliffs, neither 
moon in the sky. Without warning, they 
were attacked by a pack of shadowborn, 
twisted creatures of nightmare made 
flesh. As they battled in the darkness, the 
largest of the demons tore Asena from 
her wolf and slammed her against the cliff 
wall. When she awoke, Blood Moon lay 
dead, surrounded by the corpses of sev-
eral shadowborn.

But when she returned to her clan and told 
her story, no one believed her, and the 
scouts sent to recover the body of Blood 
Moon reported no sign of the shadowborn. 
Tradition dictated that after a wolf maiden’s 
mount passed, the woman must marry.

But Asena refused. Outraged that her wolf’s 
death was ruled an accident, she chose dis-
honor and slipped away to the Sunset Lands. But 
even there, no one heeded her warnings of the 
shadowborns’ return.

Drawn to the conflict ignited between Uldris and 
Merath, she no longer speaks of her past, hoping 
to find a new purpose or an honorable death worthy 
of her wolf’s sacrifice. She has slowly come to accept 
the members of Blue Hands as her new family.
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Kuara
Abandoned at birth, Kuara grew up in a cramped 
orphanage with hundreds of other children. At the age 
of eight, she showed aptitude for strategy and com-
bat and was sold to a band of Lemarian mercenaries 
working for a technocrat’s house. Highly intelligent 
and patient, she was a natural fit to wield a steam rifle 
and lead a squad.

After saving the life of her benefactor, Kuara was 
gifted with a coveted tech suit and her debts 
wiped clean. She decided to see the world, sell-
ing her services as a mercenary many times 
before she ended up in Uldris. Now that war has 
come, Kuara believes she has finally found a 
cause and a home worth fighting for.
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Sethys
Sethys once served Joroth, god of 
force, the Immovable Destroyer. 
By his will, the universe pushes 
and pulls, tears and joins, endlessly 
reshaping itself like a snake shedding 
its skin. As his templar, she guarded 
Sunderia’s floating islands against for-
eign enemies and false believers.

Now, she walks the Path of Shadow, the eye 
of Athys-Zadur upon her soul as she searches 
for the Inquisitor who drowned her sister for 
using magic to heal the people of Uldris. For 
showing them the Path of the Seven. For 
refusing to bend the knee to the accursed 
God Queen.

Sethys thirsts for vengeance. Vengeance against 
the Merathi heathens who pray to a dead goddess 
and spurn the gift of magic. Vengeance against the 
one who murdered her beloved sister Elleryth.

The former Templar intimidates many of her 
guildmates. She is adamantly anti-Merath and 
zealous in her devotion to the Path. To her, the 
war isn’t just a battle for resources and glory. It is for 
the very soul of the Uldrisian people.
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EVERYTHING AFTER THIS NOTICE 
IS FOR THE GM’S EYES ONLY.
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PLAYERS SHOULD NOT READ ANY 
FURTHER TO AVOID SPOILERS!
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NON-PLAYER CHARACTERS

Ailis
RETIRED SECURITY CHIEF - WARDEN
Ailis worked his way up the warden ranks over many 
years. His final post was at Rath Hakae as security chief. 
He retired two weeks before the Merathi invasion, so the 
island is well-known to him. He will lead the company 
to the base using a hidden contraband path wardens 
used to sneak off the island and smuggle goods from 
the mainland. Ailis knows which rooms are where once 
inside the complex. If asked about security measures, 
he mentions the archive vault.

GM NOTE
Ailis is a Merathi spy tasked with gathering intel 
on military operations and troop movements.

He “retired” to deliver all the information he’d 
gained over the years. This was used by Merath 
to plan a coordinated strike to seize control of 
the facility.

He was summoned unexpectedly by the Uldrisian 
military to aid the Blue Hands guild because of 
his knowledge. Merath wants him to get a copy 
of the intel to them.

Worst-case scenario, he blows his cover to steal 
the information and escape to a nearby Merathi 
vessel. This may entail killing Jaera if he thinks 
he can get away with it.

Davrin
AIRSHIP PILOT
During the mission, players will encounter a Merathi 
marine called Davrin. He has been blinded and placed in 
a cage. A good soldier but not much of a fighter, he feels 
proud to be contributing to the war effort. He’s romanti-
cally involved with his co-pilot Sera, although they both 
know a war front is not really the time or place to fall in 
love. The last thing he remembers after landing at the 
newly constructed loading area was Sera heading into 
the back of the airship to grab the manifest. Then, every-
thing goes dark.

Jaera
UNDERWATER TECHNO-ARCHAEOLOGIST
Inquisitive and clever, Jaera was the perfect student. 
Although her family had hoped she would go into state-
craft or guild management, Jaera dreamed of discovering 
lost ruins and cities. She’s gone on several expeditions 
throughout Uldris and hopes to gain funding for her own 
venture. Her public insistence however, that the mythi-
cal jengu are real have been readily met with disbelief 
and scorn, shutting her out of powerful academic social 
circles. Still, she presses on, confident in her research 
of pre-Cataclysm ruins and tech. All she needs is proof.

 � Established technomancer who knows how to 
use thermite.

 � Has a levi-cart full of science gear and thermite to 
destroy  
facility intel.

 � Believes in jengu and wants to prove 
their existence.
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Levi-Cart
The levi-cart holds all of the important gear the 
company will need to successfully complete 
their mission. It contains:

 � 1 Catalyst Stone (5 Touch of Heal spells)
 � 1 Remote Detonator
 � 3 Small Batteries
 � Thermite
 � Water

Go to the Miscellaneous Items section on page 84 
for more details about each item.

Toebi
FISHER
Toebi is simple fisher who roams the waters between his 
fishing village and the island of Tairen Zae. Wisps of grey 
hair escape his loose bun, scars, and sunspots dotting 
his leathery tan arms. He hums sea shanties while he 
sails, using the stars to guide his boat, the Salty Lover. 
He can tell the company about the legend of the jengu 
if the topic comes up on the boat ride over. On Shadow 
Nights like tonight, when neither moon is in the sky, the 
jengu are said to rise from the depths to sink ships and 
steal treasure. They have four arms and their faces are 
covered in horrible tentacles, while the underside of 
their slimy tails are covered in poisonous suckers.  He 
doesn’t believe the legends but he isn’t dumb enough to 
not believe there’s a reason behind them.
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BLOOD OF THE SEA

Part I – Strange Fire
Toebi brings the company to a sandy outcrop beneath a cliff away from 
the main installation. A solitary path leads up into the wooded island. 
According to Ailis, it takes 30 minutes to walk the contraband trail from 
the beach to the base.

A quick scan shows there is no Merathi presence nearby. Other than the 
sound of the sea waves crashing into the beach and cliffs, nothing seems 
out of the ordinary. Neither moon is in the sky, so the stars are especially 
bright tonight.

Toebi will return for the group if they send up their red flare or by dawn. If 
they aren’t back by the time the sun leaves the horizon, he will leave them 
behind rather than risk being caught by the Merathi navy.
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The Clearing
Going up the vine-choked path eventually gives way to 
a clearing with two airships. Hidden beyond them in 
the darkness are wind turbines and battery banks. Ailis 
pauses. He remarks that this clearing wasn’t here when 
he was stationed at the base a few weeks ago.

No one seems to be here. There are lots of footprints but 
nothing identifiable because of the darkness. Strange, 
curving grooves, however, crisscross the dirt (Per 4 SR 
to notice).

The airships are docked and their doors are open. Both 
airships are marked with the Merathi military symbol 
of the four-pronged trident. Judging by their size, they 
are light transport vessels used to quickly deliver cargo 
and personnel.

Inside both ships are flight logs, a small sola sphere, 
and binoculars (Per 4 SR). Finding the flight logs and 
reading them (must Read/Write Merathi) indicates the 
airships landed just before sunset. Trying to turn on 
the ships does nothing. Both ships were never turned 
off and their engines are completely drained. The sola 
spikes lining the ground around the landing platforms 
are also depleted.

Beyond the airships on the other side of the clearing are 
two vertical wind turbines and battery banks. The wind 
turbines have both been completely separated from their 
bases and lie toppled on the ground. Strangely, it does 
not look like they were chopped down or pulled down 
using chains. Instead, the metal looks like it was melted.

The turbines can be repaired to allow the use of the bat-
teries to charge the ships but this will take several hours. 
The blades must be raised up and wires reattached, then 
the pole must be welded back onto the base. To repair 
the turbines, it will take several hours (Int 10 SR).

The Coral Cage
On the far side of the clearing near one of the dilapidated 
windspinners comes the sound of moaning (Per 4 SR to 
hear the noises). If the company makes loud noises or 
call out, a voice answers (who’s there?!).

Upon closer inspection, there is a cage made of bleached 
coral protruding from the earth. There is no locking mech-
anism or door. The boney coral forms rigid bars that twist 
and overlap each other like gnarled hands.

Trapped inside is a man. A Merathi marine in a dirty uni-
form. A deep cut runs across his face, bloody slits where 
his eyes should be. Frightened and in pain, he begins 
asking questions: Who are you? Where is she? What 
happened to my eyes?

If questioned, the man will be reluctant at first to give 
them answers, suspecting the company of being the 
ones who attacked him and his fellow marines in the 
first place. Characters who achieve Cha 6 SR or more 
may learn:

 � He’s a pilot named Davrin
 � He remembers landing. His co-pilot Sera left her 
seat to begin unloading. Then blackness.

 � He has no idea how long he’s been out. Realizing 
he may be blind, he asks if it’s night and if they can 
see the stars.

Failing the Charisma Task may lead the marine to accuse 
the company of trapping him, especially if he realizes they 
are Uldrisian mercenaries. He will become particularly 
defensive and uncooperative if he hears Sethys talk — 
her Sunderian accent will make him realize he is among 
enemies (all Sunderians from the home islands practice 
magic, which is seen as a forbidden sin in Merath).

If the characters try to free Davrin using brute force, they 
will find the coral prison is stronger than it appears. It 
has 5 AV and 20 HP.

The Bodies
Opposite the coral cage by the other windspinner is a pile 
depressed into the dirt. Investigating pile reveals three 
dead bodies in Merathi uniforms. Inspecting their ID tags 
reveals one of them to be Sera. Although they are start-
ing to decompose, they look gaunt and pale as snow. 
Their bones protrude from their flesh in unnatural angles 
as their skin sags toward the ground.

Closer inspection reveals bodies have been cut and bled 
(Per 4 SR).

If Davrin finds out Sera is dead, he may start loudly deny-
ing it or accuse the company of killing her. Cha 8 SR to 
calm or intimidate him into silence.
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Missing Team
Ailis will encourage the group beforehand to investigate 
the area while he guards Jaera. If the company wants to 
keep someone behind with them, Ailis will say he’s a vet-
eran who can hold his own — it’s better if the company 
sticks together in case there’s an ambush waiting for 
them up ahead.

While the company is busy investigating or fighting, Ailis 
takes his chance to persuade Jaera to move to a “safer 
location” if the two are alone and no one is watching 
them (he knows other paths on the island and has kept 
this secret to himself). He lures her with promises of 
untouched ruins nearby.

When the company realizes Ailis and Jaera are gone and 
go back down the path to the beach, there is no sign of 
them or of a struggle. The levi-cart, with all of the sup-
plies, remains where Jaera left it.

Make sure the players understand the levi-cart is car-
rying the thermite and detonation gear, which is crucial 
to their mission, and they should remember to bring it 
with them.

If the company keeps an eye on the pair, however, Ailis 
does not try to kidnap Jaera.

A White Light
At some point, whether it’s because of the noise gen-
erated by the company breaking down the coral cage, 
Davrin cursing at the sight of Sera’s body, or after the 
company discovers that Ailis is missing, a bright, flick-
ering light can be seen coming down the path ahead 
(Per 4 SR).

The fire is glaring — it burns stark white against the dark-
ness, hissing softly. Kuara or Jaera would recognize the 
chemical used as magnesium, although highly refined.

But the strange torches reveal something far more 
shocking: three serpent-like creatures with colorful skin 
and finned manes. Spears in hand and javelins holstered 
within the flesh of their backs, they slither down the path.
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Their serpentine-like bodies appear hardened in places 
with natural armor. Webbing extends between their long 
fingers and the gap between the sides of their torsos and 
upper arms. Along their chests are gill slits, undulating 
with each breath. Their long tails end in flat paddles.

In the harsh light, flat alien faces search the darkness, 
a crest of colorful fins cascading from their scalps and 
down their backs. Elaborate necklaces and sashes dec-
orate their torsos.

Unless Jaera is there to name them, or the players make 
the connection, do not call them jengu — the characters 
would have no idea what they are — creatures or ser-
pents is fine. As far as they know, humans are the only 
intelligent creatures in the entire world of Nuada. Seeing 
these beings is astonishing, to say the least.

Unless a noise alerts them, the creatures head directly for 
the coral cage, warbling and hissing in an alien tongue. As 
they speak, their speckled skin ripples with light and color.

THEY EXAMINE HIS CAGE:
If the company left Davrin in the crate and it’s intact, the 
serpents won’t suspect anything is amiss. One unsheathes 
a dagger literally out from its back and slices it across its 
arm. The blood immediately evaporates and goes toward 
the coral cage and it instantly dissolves it into white sand. 
The other two grab Davrin and start dragging him away.

If the company damaged the cage, freed Davrin or killed him, 
the creatures will suspect intruders, and they will investigate 
cautiously, ready for a fight. The scouts will douse the mag-
nesium torch and rely on their heightened hearing — if the 
company isn’t subtle or quiet, it is likely they will find them.

If the company kills the serpents and none escape, a 
lone scout will come up the path from the base to inves-
tigate what’s taking their companions so long.

If any of the three scouts manage to flee the fight, the 
other creatures at the base are alerted. Ailis and Jaera, 
who have been captured if Ailis managed to get her away 
from the company, are taken inside the research facility 
and sacrificed to open the vault.

Part II
Prisoners
As the company follows the muddy path down toward 
Rath Hakae, they arrive at a sloping ridge overlooking the 
base. Many buildings have been destroyed or sustained 
heavy damage during the Merathi assault. The destroyed 
or damaged buildings like the mess hall and barracks 
can provide cover as the company makes their way to the 
research station. The facility is mostly intact and sits at 
the water’s edge near the docks.

In the event Davrin has been taken and the company 
does not intervene as they follow cautiously behind, he 
is dragged out of sight into the research station.

More Coral Cages
By the docks, near the front door of the research station, 
are three coral cages. Two hold one Merathi each. The 
third cage is either half dissolved and empty, or holds 
Ailis and Jaera (if Ailis successfully snuck away from the 
group with Jaera, they are caught by the serpents and 
placed in one of the cages — however, if Davrin is not 
brought to be sacrificed, they will take his place).

Several magnesium torches light up the area in a ghostly 
white glow. The cool sea air has wiped away all traces of 
blood and smoke but the scent of ozone lingers, jagged 
burns crisscrossing the ground and broken walls where 
the fighting was fiercest.

Three jengu scouts, two if the party has slain the scouts 
earlier, patrol the area near the cages and the entrance to 
the research station. As the company moves through the 
darkness and the rubble, roll twice against the compa-
ny’s Notoriety average for the jengu to detect movement 
or sounds. If alerted, they will immediately investigate.

To crack open the coral cages, they each have 5 AV and 20 HP. 

If the company free the Merathi marines, they will add 
to the group’s manpower due to their fear of the jengu. 
They would rather be prisoners of humans than mon-
sters. They won’t fight them with their bare hands, but if 
a weapon becomes available (they can use jengu weap-
ons but suffer a ½ Total SR penalty on their attacks with 
jengu weapons) they will seize the chance.
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Jaera and Ailis
Despite being a prisoner, Jaera is fascinated and thrilled 
at finally finding proof jengu are real. She can advise the 
company that the creatures have thick, natural armor, 
superb reflexes, and heightened senses. They appear to 
use an unknown type of magic — using their blood to 
create or destroy objects.

If asked how they got here, Jaera will say Ailis and she had 
gone down a side path to investigate some ruins when 
they were ambushed by the two jengu and brought here.

Both she and Ailis will want to be released to continue 
the mission (although Jaera will be distracted by the jen-
gu’s presence and her desire to either capture one or 
bring back a body or other evidence for examination).

Part III
Thermite and Thunder
Once inside the research station, the company has 
two objectives: destroy the prototype submarine, then 
retrieve the submarine schematics and data from the 
research room. Completing both objectives keeps the 
Merathi from learning military secrets and getting a head 
start on the technology.

The research station is mostly intact, with only a cou-
ple of areas damaged. Cranes, some damaged, others 
still standing, rise above the submarine toward the high 
vaulted ceiling. Crates, metal beams, and tools lay scat-
tered about the spacious floor. Towards the back are 
three doors. The submarine itself rests in a pool of water 
that links to the sea outside.

One jengu is patrolling the main room and is curiously 
examining the submarine if unaware of any danger out-
side. The sound of battle, however, will alert him and 
he will alert the enforcers and bloodcaller. If the com-
pany surprises him, he will try to flee into the water or 
to the vault.

Jaera will work on setting up the explosives. If she is left 
in the cages, it will take Int / Wis 6 SR to successfully 
set the thermite.

Should the company manage to rescue Davrin, Ailis, and 
Jaera, the bloodcaller and enforcers will be in the main 
hangar by the submarine wanting to know why it’s taking 
so long to retrieve the next sacrifice.

Armory
To the far left in the main room is the armory. The door 
has been left unlocked. Inside is an array of standard mil-
itary equipment, such as rope, knives, shields, etc., plus 
one experimental arc slinger (two uses - See page 79).  
Any marines freed will likely go here as soon as possible 
to arm themselves. They each equip a steam rifle.

Back Rooms
Break Room
The middle door leads to a messy break room, chairs 
overturned and drinks spilled, their owners abandoning 
them in haste. Other than stale food and some rules 
nailed to the wall, it holds little of interest other than 
another door directly across the room. This one leads 
into a hallway — going left takes one to the dissection 
room, research room, and vault. Going right will take 
one around a corner and back into the main room with 
the submarine.

Hallway
The right door in the main room reveals a hallway that 
turns left (the remains of a door are straight ahead but 
collapsed rubble makes it impossible to move through). 
After turning, the first door on the left leads into the break 
room. Beyond that, the hall turns right, presenting the 
characters with three choices: the research room (right), 
the dissection room (left), and the vault (straight ahead).
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Research Room
The blueprints and data of the submarine are located 
here. Jaera and Ailis will require some time (about 10 
minutes to recover all the necessary data). If rushed, 
Jaera will insist on needing more time (Wis 4 SR to tell 
she is stalling to get data on the Jengu).

Should the company agree to stay later for Jaera and 
haven’t yet encountered the bloodcaller and enforcers, 
the jengu will rush past the room from the vault with 
the sphere in their possession. They are headed for 
the water.

If Jaera and Ailis are left alone at any point and she 
retrieves the blueprints and data from the research 
room, Ailis will kill her and claim a jengu attacked them 
as she was setting off the reamining thermite (he will 
take the documents and use the thermite to cover up the 
murder). Given the opportunity, Ailis will flee undetected 
with documents to a hidden craft nearby and send up a 
white flare for pickup to the Merathi navy.

Dissection Room
Across from the research room is the dissection room. 
Originally a medical treatment facility, it contains the 
autopsied remains of three jengu. Shattered glass jars, 
black and white photographs, and extensive notes litter 
the counters and broken shelves, violently scattered 
about. The jengu have marked the area with blood and 
strange scrawls along the walls and tables. Preserved 
body parts that presumably belonged to the dead jengu 
have been placed and sorted with each body.

A Wis 4 SR can determine these creatures were cap-
tured right before the invasion. If Jaera is told about the 
room, she will be incredibly distracted by the bodies and 
try to collect pieces and photos to take with her.

The Vault
At the end of the hall, past the research and dissection 
rooms is a large vault door.

The vault is closed if: Davrin was saved and none 
of the jengu could alert the others. The blood caller 
and enforcers go to the submarine hangar to retrieve 
another sacrifice.

The vault is opened if: Davrin is taken from earlier, his 
cold, pale corpse lays in front of it facedown (Ailis and 
Jaera are dead instead if jengu alerted to company’s 
presence early on). The door seems to have melted 
away, long tendrils of warped steel spreading across the 
floor, walls, and ceiling in shapes resembling water or rip-
pling seaweed. From inside, a magnesium torch glows.

Entering the vault reveals three enforcers and a blood-
caller. They are focused on a strange glass sphere filled 
with roiling grey clouds. It sends out vibrations every so 
often — too quiet to hear but they press against the 
chest and mute all other sounds. These jengu are larger 
than the scouts and sport long, elaborate fins. Their skin 
color ranges from greenish-blue, bluish-grey, and opal.

Once alerted to the company’s presence, the jengu will 
not hesitate to fight the group and kill them or escape.

If the company retrieves the sphere, it thrums with power 
but there seems to be no way to activate it. Dropping it 
causes it to land with a loud thud. It will not break.

Leaving Rath Hakae
If the Merathi prisoners are not freed or dead, the group 
must decide what to do with them. Ailis will suggest tak-
ing them prisoner, perhaps to ransom later.

Once everything has been resolved at the base, the GM 
can wrap the story up. The group heads back up the 
smuggler’s path to the beach and sends off the red flare. 
The cliffs and flare’s color keep any enemies nearby from 
noticing it. By this point, it may still be dark or close to 
dawn. As the company, exhausted and dirty, departs the 
island, they may or may not notice more jengu swimming 
towards the base (Per 6 SR).

If Ailis is still with the group, he will ask for the documents 
to submit them to the wardens. Wis 6 SR to detect that 
he seems oddly anxious to get his hands on the docu-
ments. If pressed, however, Ailis won’t fight them for the 
research but will argue he’s just doing his job.
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Epilogue
Most likely, the company made it back to the mainland and reported what hap-
pened to the warden command. If Ailis couldn’t escape with the classified docu-
ments or convince the group to let him deliver the documents to the wardens, the 
Merathi will have to find another way to get a copy smuggled out of Uldris.

The discovery of the jengu is a shock, especially if Jaera or the company manages 
to bring back proof. The warden command will forbid any mention of the creatures 
and swear everyone to silence. Public morale is shaky and they don’t want to 
cause a panic or provide fodder for Merathi propagandists.

The wardens will promise the guild extra money for the retrieval of the sphere but 
either cannot or will not say anything about its origins or purpose.

Outcomes
In The Nuadan Chronicles, character choices and story conclusions matter, affect-
ing the world in some large or small way. After all of the playtests have concluded 
for Blood of the Sea, the majority Outcome will be applied to the world and future 
lore updates.

There are several core Outcomes that could happen (see below). However, 
it’s quite possible the players create an Outcome different from any listed in 
the chart. And that’s okay! There are no right or wrong endings to a journey, 
only consequences.

Outcomes, predicted or not, should be submitted to the official playtest survey 
by November 30, 2019. Feel free to include interesting details, impactful charac-
ter decisions, or important character interactions that occurred during the game. 
These details could be included in the lore.

The top Outcome will be announced via email and social media soon after the 
deadline for Blood of the Sea. If you have questions after submitting your feed-
back, feel free to email us at social@brokendice.net (do not email playtest results 
— they must be submitted via the survey to officially count).

https://forms.gle/xCMgSxpzeXAgGBx18
mailto:mailto:social%40brokendice.net?subject=
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Core Possibilities:
OUTCOME CONSEQUENCES

SUBMARINE

Destroyed
Merathi military intelligence is aware of the vessel and its 
purpose, but will be forced to pick through the wreckage to 
understand how it works. Uldrisian naval commanders can 
breathe a sigh of relief, for now. 

Not Destroyed

The wardens fear the Merathi will test the vessel on its 
beleaguered fleet guarding the Bay of Umbria to the south. 
The submarine grants Merath another asset to wield in 
their inevitable plan to weaken and invade the southern 
province of Oesanju. The guild’s reputation is sullied -- 
work will be harder to come by in the province. 

DOCUMENTS

Given to Wardens 

The wardens are grateful for the company’s efforts. The 
data and schematics can be used to rebuild an improved 
version of the submarine elsewhere in Uldris. If Ailis man-
ages to make copies of the documents before turning 
them over to the wardens, Merath will start its own sub-
marine program, creating a nasty surprise for the Uldrisian 
navy in the future. 

Destroyed

The documents’ loss is frustrating. Many of the engineers 
and scientists working on the submarine were killed in the 
assault on Rath Hakae. The wardens will have to start 
from scratch and hope the High Council grants them the 
funds to do so. 

Left Behind or Stolen by 
Ailis

If the documents are left behind or stolen, the wardens will 
be frustrated at the lost information.

Morale takes a hit if Ailis is discovered to be a traitor. A 
silent order goes out to investigate recently retired war-
dens and all personnel who worked at the base. 

STORM SPHERE

Given to Wardens

The warden commander who sent the Blue Hands to Rath 
Hakae is tight-lipped about what the strange orb is and 
what it can do. The guild will receive extra (if they com-
pleted the main two objectives) and their standing signifi-
cantly increases within the Uldrisian military. 

Taken by Jengu
The loss of the sphere and news of the strange creatures 
is disquieting, but there is little that can be done about it. 
The matter is filed away and forgotten as the war rages on. 

Left in Vault The sphere’s fate is uncertain. The jengu or Merathi may 
possess it. 
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OUTCOME CONSEQUENCES

JENGU

Proof Is Recovered

Retrieving a weapon will be interesting to examine, but 
the wardens will only take the company seriously if pho-
tographs or a body is produced. Unsure what to do with 
such a revelation, the warden’s will swear the company to 
secrecy. If Jaera survives, she will insist on studying them. 
To buy her silence, the wardens grant her strict permission 
under the agreement she delivers everything to them. 

No Proof Is Recovered

The wardens listen to the company’s story. They are 
more open to the information if the mission was a suc-
cess. Without proof though, the creatures’ existence isn’t 
of great concern. If Jaera survives, she is insistent but 
ultimately ignored. Her subsequent papers, which many 
find bordering on madness, cause her parents to place her 
under confinement with a mental physician to treat her. 
Rumor has it she escaped and fled across enemy lines to 
the coast.

SURVIVORS

1+ Jengu Escapes
If one or more jengu survive, they bring reinforcements 
back to Rath Hakae. Recovering the storm sphere will 
embolden them. If the bloodcaller is slain, however, they 
will be more cautious. 

No Jengu Escape

The fate of Rath Hakae is unknown, although subsequent 
quests to retake the base by Merath have been met with 
setbacks, according to Uldrisian intelligence. Marines 
are going missing and ships are sinking. If the company 
brought back proof of the jengu, the warden commanders 
will see an opportunity.

JAERA

Alive Jaera will pursue the truth about the jengu regardless of 
whether or not proof is brought back. 

Dead Jaera’s extensive knowledge of the jengu, along with her 
in-depth studies of coastal ruins, is lost.

AILIS

Revealed as a Spy

Ailis’ betrayal is shocking to the wardens, although the 
truth and rumors would eventually come out later that he’d 
always been susceptible to bribes and often turned a blind 
eye to illicit activity. If he escapes, the wardens secretly 
put a bounty on his head. If he’s captured, he is given 
to the Seekers for interrogation. If Ailis perishes on Rath 
Hakae, the wardens will double their efforts to root out 
traitors in their ranks.

Secret Remains Intact Ailis continues to spy for the Merathi, working to build a 
network within the southern province of Oesanju. 
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PLAYING THE GAME

The Nuadan Chronicles roleplaying game features its own unique combat and 
narrative system. The game is built on a percentile dice system, meaning char-
acter stats and dice rolls can range from 1 to 100, allowing for a greater range 
of outcomes.

Dice
The game relies on ten-sided dice (d10s) to resolve the 
majority of conflicts players will encounter. Players will 
need to have at least two d10s in order to play the game. 
One should have tens digits (10, 20, 30, etc.) and the 
other should have singles digits (1, 2, 3, etc.). Together, 
these two dice are called percentile dice or d100s.

Other dice (d4, d6, d8, d12, and d20) may be used for 
damage or to keep track of supplies, such as arrows and 
food, that each character possesses. See page 84 for 
Tracking Supplies.

Using the d10s, players will be asked to roll their dice to 
calculate success or failure, damage, and other penal-
ties and bonuses.

If you do not have physical dice, digital dice rollers can 
be found online or can be downloaded through an app 
store to your mobile device.

Rolling Percentile Dice (d100s)
Roll your d10 with the tens digits and the d10 with the 
singles digits at the same time. If the former reveals a 
70 and the latter reveals a 2, you have rolled a 72. If the 
dice reveal a 40 and a 0, you have rolled a 40. If both 
dice reveal all zeroes, the roll equals 100.

If you don’t have a d10 with the tens digit, roll your 
singles d10 twice or use two different colored d10s to 
help you keep track of which roll represents which num-
ber value.

Rolling d10s
Sometimes you will need to roll a d10 by itself or several 
times in a row. In this case, the d10 represents the sin-
gles digits (10 is represented by the zero). The number 
of times a d10 must be rolled will be indicated by a pre-
ceding number (1d10, 2d10, 3d10, etc.).

EXAMPLE
You successfully hit a Target and your weapon uses 
a 2d10 for its damage die. Roll your d10 twice or 
two d10s at the same time, adding the resulting 
numbers together to calculate the total damage 
dealt. The dice reveal a 4 and 0. Added together, 
the results represent 14 damage.
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Rolling d5s
Sometimes players will be asked to roll a d5. Simply roll 
a d10 and divide the result in half (rounding up).

EXAMPLE
Your character slashes a person with their long 
knife, which does 1d5 damage. You roll a d10 for 
the damage and reveal a 9. A 9 divided in half 
is 4.5, so you round up, meaning the knife did 
5 damage.

Rounding Up
All fractional or decimal results must be rounded up to 
the next whole number.

Stats
Stats represent how well or how likely a character can 
perform a Task based on natural ability or years of prac-
tice and study. The higher the stat, the more likely a char-
acter will succeed in a situation related to that particular 
stat. Lower stats imply that a character is less likely to 
succeed in a given area.

Character stats are divided into three categories: 
Physical, Mental, and Combat.

Physical Stats
Agility (Agi) – Agility represents a character’s physical 
reflexes and speed. Characters with high Agility move 
faster and react quicker in response to physical danger 
and unexpected obstacles. They have better balance, 
hand-eye coordination, and speed.

Perception (Per) – Perception is based on a character’s 
awareness of their surroundings using their five senses. 
Characters with high Perception are more likely to notice 
important or unusual details in their environment.

Strength (Str) – Strength increases a character’s ability 
to exert physical force against objects or people. They 
may have increased energy and a muscular physique 
ranging from lean to burly.

Toughness (Tou) – Toughness represents a charac-
ter’s ability to endure pain and withstand physical force. 
Characters with high Toughness can survive longer in 

harsher environments and are less prone to suffering 
the effects of alcohol, illness, wounds, and other detri-
mental conditions.

Mental Stats
Charisma (Cha) – Charisma is based on the charac-
ter’s ability to interact with and influence other peo-
ple to achieve a desired outcome or favorable result. 
Characters with high Charisma excel in both one-on-one 
interactions and large social gatherings.

Intelligence (Int) – Intelligence represents a character’s 
ability to learn new skills, retain and remember informa-
tion, and apply logic. Characters with high Intelligence 
can more easily adapt to new technologies and use their 
reasoning to solve problems.

Willpower (Wil) – Willpower represents a character’s 
mental fortitude and self-control. Characters with high 
Willpower are capable of remaining calm under pressure 
and have a higher chance of manifesting spells.

Wisdom (Wis) – Wisdom increases a character’s under-
standing of people, objects, and events. Characters with 
high Wisdom are able to recognize deceit and abnormal 
behavior or situations.

Combat Stats
Melee (Mel) -– Melee represents how well a character 
utilizes melee weapons or close-combat magic and per-
forms in hand-to-hand fighting.

Ranged (Ran) – Ranged indicates how well a character 
utilizes ranged weapons or long-distance magic to accu-
rately hit their Target.
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ROLLING AGAINST STATS

The majority of gameplay will involve players rolling a d100 and comparing their 
dice roll against a particular stat’s percentage. The goal is to roll close to or below 
a character’s stat (in this game, the lower you roll, the better).

For every 10 under the targeted stat, the player gains one Degree of Success 
(DoS). For every 10 above the targeted stat, the player gains one Degree of Failure 
(DoF).

However, it is possible to roll and not gain a DoS or DoF.

EXAMPLE
Your stat to roll against is 33. To gain 1 DoS, you need to roll a 23 to 14. To gain 

1 DoF, you must roll a 43 to 52. You roll a 28. This is less than the target stat 

of 33, but you did not gain any DoS.

 
This system is designed to reward players who specialize and are highly skilled 
in particular areas. But even if players roll above their base stat, there is still a 
chance their character succeeded, just maybe not as well or as quickly as they 
wanted. DoS and DoF also gives characters with lower stats a better chance to 
succeed even if they aren’t very skilled.
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Degrees of Success
Degrees of Success (DoS) determine how well a charac-
ter succeeds in a particular action. The higher the stat, 
the more likely a character’s action will be successful, 
from aiming true to leaping across a large chasm.

EXAMPLE
A character is investigating a crime scene. The 
player rolls a d100 against their Perception stat 
(33) to see if they notice anything unusual. To gain 
one DoS, the player needs to roll a 23 to 14; to 
gain two DoS, they need to roll a 13 to 4; and to 
gain three DoS, they need to roll a 3 or less.

The dice reveal a 4. This means their character 
gains two DoS, or +2. The +2 is added to their stat 
or Skill’s Success Rating (SR). The character sud-
denly spots a clue, leading them one step closer to 
solving the mystery.

Degrees of Failure
Much like DoS, Degrees of Failure (DoF) is the measure-
ment of how poorly a character performs a particular 
action. The higher the roll, the less likely they will be 
successful in executing a maneuver or task.

EXAMPLE
Your character is fleeing the authorities and they 
turn down an alleyway, piles of trash blocking their 
way. The GM asks the player to roll a d100 against 
their character’s Agility stat (33). To gain one DoF, 
the player needs to roll a 43 to 52; to gain two DoF, 
they need to roll a 53 to 62; to gain three DoF, they 
need to roll a 63 to 72; and so on.

The dice reveal a 62, granting the character two 
DoF, or -2. The -2 The +2 is subtracted from their 
stat or Skill’s Success Rating (SR). Thus, the 
character trips and falls into the pile of garbage. 
They eventually scramble over, but the authorities 
appear just in time to spot them and continue to 
give chase.

Success Rating
The Success Rating (SR) is the numerical value of how 
well a character can normally perform specific Skills 
or Actions. The higher the SR, the more experienced a 
character is at a particular task or Skill and the more 
likely they will succeed when tested. If a character does 
not have a Skill for a certain situation, they will use the 
appropriate stat’s SR.

GMs should ask players to roll against a specific stat and 
it is up to the player to ask if they can use a particular 
Skill to improve their SR and odds of success.

EXAMPLE
The players have decided their characters need to 
swim across a river. The GM calls for everyone to 
roll a Strength Task. Amy’s character has the Swim 
Skill, so she rolls a d100 and adds the resulting 
DoS or DoF to the Skill’s SR. Mike’s character does 
not have the Swim Skill, but he still wants to try to 
cross the river. He rolls a d100 and adds the result-
ing DoS or DoF to his character’s Strength SR.

Tasks
A Task is an event a character wishes to overcome, 
whether it be verbal, physical, or mental. To complete a 
Task, a player will have their character use a Skill or Stat 
in an attempt to achieve the desired outcome.

Whenever a stat or Skill is used against a Task, the 
GM must decide how difficult the Task is (see Difficulty 
Rating below) and keep the number secret from the play-
ers. Even if a Task is completed, the GM does not have 
to reveal its Difficulty Rating (DR).

A character must meet or beat the Task DR to succeed.

CHARACTER VS . TASK EXAMPLE
Your character tries to lock pick a side door using 
their Agility Skill. The GM sets the Task DR to 
Normal (4). Your character’s Agility Skill SR is 3. 
They roll against their Agility stat (36) and reveal a 
24. This gives them +1 DoS to their Skill SR, bring-
ing it to 4. They quietly unlock the door.

If a Skill is used against a Target, the Task DR is 
based on the Target’s Skill or stat SR.
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CHARACTER VS . TARGET EXAMPLE
Your character attempts to Persuade a bodyguard 
into letting them pass. The bodyguard’s Charisma 
stat is 35, giving them an SR of 3. The GM rolls for 
the bodyguard and reveals a 21. The guard’s +1 
DoS is added to their Charisma’s 3 SR, increasing 
it to 4.

Your character has a Persuasion SR of 6 and their 
Charisma stat is 40. The player rolls and reveals a 
54, giving them -1 DoF to their Persuasion SR for a 
total of 5 SR. Fortunately, 5 SR beats the guard’s 4 
SR. The bodyguard is skeptical but they accept your 
story and let you pass.

Difficulty Rating
Below is a chart to help the GM gauge how difficult a 
particular Task should be and what bonuses a Target 
character receives.

TASK DIFFICULTY TASK DR

Easy 0

Normal 1-4

Hard 5-8

Difficult 9-12

Expert 13-16

Improbable 17-20

Automatic Success
Some Tasks can be considered routine or simple, like 
opening a door or climbing a ladder, and do not need to 
be rolled for. These types of activities are normally com-
pleted without incident.

Tasks are for when the situation is outside of or chal-
lenges the character’s professional or natural abilities, 
or they are under pressure. When such a situation arises, 
the GM calls out which stat’s SR is needed to perform a 
specific Task. If a character has enough SR based on a 
stat or Skill to meet the Task, they achieve an Automatic 
Success. If they do not meet the Task requirements, they 
must roll.

Excess SR
Excess SR is used to determine additional effects that 
may occur due to a large amount of positive or negative 
SR. There are several Talents, Actions, and technical and 
magical abilities that benefit from Excess SR. Whenever 
the character exceeds the necessary SR needed, the 
remaining amount is counted as Excess SR.

EXAMPLE
Chong’s character has the Backstab III Talent. This 
allows +1 bonus damage against a Vulnerable 
Target for every 1 Excess SR. After attacking, 
Chong’s roll resulted in a total SR of 7. The Target’s 
DR was 4. Chong’s character has an Excess SR of 
3, granting their weapon an additional +3 damage 
against the Target.
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SKILLS

Each Skill builds upon one of the 10 stats. Skills help players differentiate their 
characters and develop unique play styles to support their group. Skills are also 
a dynamic tool players can use to affect the narrative or combat scenario to 
their advantage.

All Skills can be used in place of a stat to overcome a Task or Target. The difficulty 
of a Task can change depending on the situation or how players decide to utilize 
their character’s Skills. GM’s have the ultimate authority on whether a Skill is per-
mitted and what kind of Tasks can be used against it.

Listed Skills pertain to the playtest characters available.

Athletics
STAT: STRENGTH VS . STRENGTH
This Skill grants bonuses when performing or resisting 
various actions such as Grapple, Takedown, and Detain. 
See Stunt Actions on page 54.

Battle [Weapon]
STAT: MELEE OR RANGED
A special Skill granted by the Soldier Background. 
Grants bonuses to combat abilities when wielding a 
favored weapon.

Cast
STAT: WISDOM
This Skill boosts a character’s ability to attack with or 
deliver Touch and Bolt spells.

Dodge
STAT: AGILITY
Utilizing a character’s speed, this Skill allows them 
to maneuver away from an attack as a Reaction. See 
Reactions on page 60.

Intimidation
STAT: STRENGTH OR CHARISMA VS . WILLPOWER
Instill fear or awe in others through sheer force of per-
sonality, displays of power or wealth or the threat of 
physical force.

Knowledge [Topic]
STAT: INTELLIGENCE
Knowledge represents a character’s understanding 
of their heritage, culture, and esoteric folklore. It also 
encompasses any academic studies they pursue, such 
as archaeology or military history.

Logic
STAT: INTELLIGENCE VS . TASK
This Skill helps in deciphering puzzles and connecting 
seemingly disparate information into a coherent narra-
tive. Logic can be used in place of Inquiry to acquire 
certain information.
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Magic
STAT: WILLPOWER
This ability calls upon flux to create magical spells. The 
higher a character’s Willpower and Magic Skill, the eas-
ier it is to give voice to and summon powerful spells.

Persuasion
STAT: CHARISMA VS . WISDOM
Use Persuasion to wield diplomacy and etiquette over 
others where the sword or brute force would fail. This 
Skill can be used to sway others’ opinions, charm them, 
convince them to do something, haggle, strike bargains, 
or resolve disagreements.

Resilience
STAT: TOUGHNESS VS . TASK
Recover more quickly from the effects of alcohol, poison, 
pain, illness, and potentially life-threatening wounds.

Scrutiny
STAT: WISDOM
Use this Skill to closely examine and evaluate informa-
tion, situations or environment to verify the truth, uncover 
inconsistencies, and recognize deception.

Shadowing
STAT: WISDOM VS . WISDOM
Use this Skill to follow a person about secretly in order 
to keep watch over their movements. If successful, 
Shadowing allows a character to gather crucial informa-
tion safely without alerting the Target. The Shadowing 
Skill is best used in populated areas.

Stealth
STAT: AGILITY VS . PERCEPTION
Stealth is useful for hiding or sneaking in and out of 
places undetected. This is especially important for clan-
destine operations and ambushes.

Survival
STAT: WISDOM VS . TASK
This Skill is useful for foraging, building shelters and 
fires, understanding which plants are edible or poison-
ous, and creating traps to hunt or defend a campsite. 
For every 4 SR on a Survival Task, a character gains 1d4 
Supply of food (Poor-Quality Rations). Can only be used 
once per day to gather food.

Tech
STAT: INTELLIGENCE VS . TASK
Each year it seems there is another new invention. A 
character may use this Skill to understand and operate 
any modern or ancient Technology they encounter, includ-
ing those powered by flux crystals. Acquiring the Novice 
Level for the Tech Skill allows the character to use tech 
gear with Technical Complexity without penalty. It can also 
be used to repair damaged or broken Tech equipment.

Weapon Use [Class]
STAT: MELEE OR RANGED
This Skill represents the character’s familiarization with 
a particular class of weapons.
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TALENTS

Talents are what will truly differentiate your character during gameplay, transform-
ing your greatsword fighter into a berserk ravager or your charismatic missionary 
into a fearless champion. Master and combine multiple Talents to customize your 
character’s playstyle and take control of the battlefield or narrative in unique and 
exciting ways.

Listed Talents pertain to the playtest characters available.

Bolt Caster I
Required: Wisdom 35 
Delivery Word: Bolt
Can launch a number of Bolt spells equal to ¼ Wis SR 
of the caster. Resolve each as a separate Cast Action.

Melee Weapon Focus: 
[Weapon] II
Required: Melee 35, Choose One Weapon
Weapon damage increases by +1.Combat SR related to 
this weapon increases by +1.

Quick Counter I
Required: Agility 35, Melee 35
After a successful Reaction, the character can perform a 
Melee Attack Action as a free Action with a -4 SR penalty. 
Can only be used once per Round.

Shape Caster I
Required: Wisdom 35
Delivery Word: Shape 
Allows the creation of a 1d10 Melee Weapon with the 
Normal Trait.

Two-Weapon Fighting II
If the character’s next Attack Action immediately follow-
ing the first Attack Action uses a different weapon, the 
attack gains +1 SR.

If the character fails a Parry Reaction, they may use the 
other wielded weapon’s Parry Reaction on the same 
attack at a -4 SR penalty.
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NARRATIVE ROUND

Before combat begins, GMs have the option of instituting a Narrative 
Round. A Narrative Round helps the GM transition into a combat encoun-
ter and allows players to maneuver and roleplay without the constriction of 
combat rules. It is up to the GM on how long this can take but it is recom-
mended that the players receive ½ AP to act during the Narrative Round.

Ambushes
If the characters or their Targets are the victims of an Ambush, they can-
not perform in the Narrative Round and they are considered Vulnerable 
(See page 63) if attacked until Combat Rounds start. Combat Rounds 
begin depending on the GM’s discretion and what happens during the 
Narrative Round.
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COMBAT ROUNDS

Once the Narrative Round is complete, Combat Rounds may commence. Combat 
is not something characters should enter into lightly, especially if they are out-
numbered. Fighting is a brutal, bloody business and there is always the chance 
a character could find themselves on the wrong end of a blade or bullet. Death is 
permanent — no amount of magical healing or prayers can restore the dead to life. 
But sometimes conflict is unavoidable. In such cases, strategy and teamwork are 
recommended to win the fight and live to see another day.

Initiative
At the beginning of combat, players roll Initiative for their 
characters and the GM rolls for all other characters or 
Targets involved. Initiative equals Agility SR or Wisdom 
SR plus 1d10. Talents or Skills may also affect Initiative.

EXAMPLE
A character has an Agility SR of 3. The player rolls 
a 1d10, revealing an 8. By adding the SR and dice 
roll together (3+8), the character’s Initiative is 11.

The first turn is taken by the character or Target 
that has the highest Initiative, then the next high-
est, and so forth. This creates a list referred to as 
the Initiative Order.

If two or more characters have the same amount 
of Initiative, the character with the higher Agility or 
Wisdom SR goes first. If the SRs are the same, 
players with the higher Agility or Wisdom stat goes 
first. If all things are equal, each of the players 
rolls a d10 with the highest roller going first. (The 
players can also simply agree on who goes before 
the other.)

Turns
A turn is taken whenever a single character acts. A turn 
is completed when the character finishes all of their 
Actions, uses most or all of their Action Points (AP), or 
are incapacitated in some way.

Delayed Turn
Players may choose to take their turn later in the 
Initiative Order to perform with or after other characters 
in a Round. Anything that affects the character at the 
start of their turn still applies prior to taking a Delayed 
Turn. If the character does not act until the start of their 
next turn, the Delayed Turn is lost.

Rounds
A Round consists of multiple turns. A Round is completed 
when all characters have taken their turn in an Initiative 
Order. A complete Round takes approximately 6 seconds 
in narrative time.
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Dynamic Bonuses and Penalties
Weather, difficult terrain, and other factors can play a 
role in how well a person performs during Narrative or 
Combat Rounds. GMs are encouraged to utilize these 
outside forces to liven up situations whenever called for.

EXAMPLE
A blizzard is hitting the town but the company is 
engaged in a life-or-death battle outside. Ranged 
weapons would suffer harsher penalties because 
of the howling winds and falling snow. All characters 
suffer twice the normal AP cost needed to move 
because of the icy conditions. All characters would 
also take 1 True Stamina Damage at the start of 
each of their turns, making a prolonged fight an 
exhausting and perilous endeavor.

Action Points
Action Points (AP) are numerical representations of how 
much a character can accomplish within a given Round. 
All Actions cost AP, but it is up to the player to decide on 
how to spend them. The higher the AP, the more Actions 
a character can perform within a given amount of time. 
If an Action does not specify an AP cost, it is up to the 
GM to determine how much AP it will take to perform.  
 
AP refreshes at the start of each character’s turn.

Actions
There are a variety of maneuvers a character can choose 
to do during Combat Rounds. They range from performing 
a Melee, Ranged, or magic attack to specialized Actions 
and Reactions based on a character’s unique bonuses 
and equipment. To perform these Actions, characters 
must have the requisite amount of AP. If the character 
does not have enough AP during a turn for an Action, 
they can spend part of the AP during the current turn; the 
remaining AP cost carries over into the character’s next 
turn to finish the Action.

Overdraw
If your character doesn’t have enough AP or has used up all 
of their AP but you want to complete an Action during their 
current turn, the solution is to Overdraw. To use Overdraw, 
sacrifice 1 Stamina Point (SP) to regain AP equal to your 
character’s Tou SR. This represents the character’s extra 
exertion while performing the Action within a given Round.  
 
This can only be performed once per Round.

EXAMPLE
Mariah wants her character to perform an Attack 
Action on a bandit 40 feet away with her sword. 
Mariah’s character has a total of 12 AP.  It costs 6 
AP to attack, but she has to use 8 AP to get close 
to the bandit. Her character’s Toughness SR is 3. 
Knowing this, Mariah decides to sacrifice 1 SP to 
gain 3 AP. This gives her character a total of 15 AP 
to perform the movement plus the Attack Action.

Attacking:  
Off-Hand vs Main Hand
Attacking with the character’s dominant hand does not 
incur any penalty. However, performing an action with the 
off-hand halves all Total SR values. Characters with the 
Ambidextrous Trait ignore this penalty.
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MELEE ACTIONS

Melee Actions require a character to be in close proximity to their Target and risk 
taking significantly more damage. Tough or agile character are the most suited 
for melee combat as they can take more hits or dodge out of the way. All Melee 
Actions cost AP or SP to perform. Melee weapon range is 5 feet unless other-
wise noted.

Types of Melee Actions
Attack Action
Use an equipped weapon to strike a Target within the 
weapon’s Range. AP cost varies based on the weap-
on’s Traits.

Quick: 5 AP
Normal:  6 AP
Heavy:  7 AP
Unwieldy:  8 AP

Alternate Attack Action
These attacks are used in place of standard Melee 
Attack Actions for delivering unique strikes against 
Targets. At the cost of increased AP and a small penalty 
or restriction, it creates more combat options for play-
ers. These Alternate Attack Actions can only be used in 
Melee. Differing Alternate Attack Actions are based on 
the weapon’s Trait: Quick, Normal, Heavy, Unwieldy.

Quick: For an additional +½ AP of the weapon’s Melee 
Attack Action and 1 SP, the character can perform a fol-
low-up Grapple or Disarm Action even if the attack is par-
ried. Gain +2 SR to the Action. If the attack is Dodged, 
the free action is lost.

Normal: For an additional +½ AP of the weapon’s Melee 
Attack Action and 1 SP, the character sacrifices the 
weapon’s Parry Reaction to gain +3 SR to hit and +3 
to damage.

Heavy: For an additional +½ AP of the weapon’s Melee 
Attack Action and 1 SP, the character sacrifices the weap-
on’s Parry Reaction to strike while using it one-handed. 
The weapon is considered to have the Reach Trait for 
this Action.

Unwieldy: For an additional +½ AP of the weapon’s 
Melee Attack Action and 1 SP, perform an arcing strike 
with the weapon. This attack can hit up to 3 adjacent 
Targets that are in front of the character and within its 
Melee range. This is treated as an AoE attack. Targets 
can use the Scatter Reaction to avoid the attack. If 
Targets use a Parry Reaction instead, the value to beat 
is the character’s Melee SR or Weapon Use SR.

Directed Attack
A character attempts a Directed Attack to strike a spe-
cific location on a Target. Because of the telegraphed 
nature of the attack, the Target gains a bonus to their 
Reaction SR vs the incoming attack. Bonus varies based 
on the type of weapon used in the attack. Targets that are 
Defenseless or Vulnerable do not gain these bonuses.

Quick: +1 SR
Normal: +2 SR
Heavy: +3 SR
Unwieldy: +4 SR

Improvised Melee
Characters may attack with an item, such as a bow or 
a chair. It is up to the GM to determine how much AP 
is required (unless it’s during narrative play), the type 
of Damage Die the player will roll, and any bonuses or 
penalties associated with the items used.
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RANGED ACTIONS

Like Melee Actions, Ranged Actions cost AP. However, distance affects how well a 
character can use a Ranged Weapon to strike a Target.

There are three Ranges: Optimal, Long, and Extreme. When determining distances 
beyond the Optimal Range, Long Range is 2x the Optimal Range, and Extreme 
Range is 3x the Optimal Range. A Ranged Weapon cannot strike a Target beyond 
its Extreme Range.

Attacking at either Long or Extreme Ranges incurs penalties to the Total SR.

Optimal Range: No penalties or bonuses to Ranged Attack SR.
Long Range: Ranged Attacks suffer -4 Total SR.
Extreme Range: Ranged Attacks suffer -8 Total SR.

Types of Ranged Actions
Attack Action
Use an equipped weapon to strike a Target within the 
weapon’s Range. AP cost varies based on the weap-
on’s Traits.

Quick: 5 AP
Normal: 6 AP
Heavy:  7 AP
Unwieldy:  8 AP

Aim
For 2 AP, the character may choose a Hit Location 
(See page 64) on their next Ranged Attack Action. If 
the character moves or performs a Reaction before the 
shot, the targeted location is lost.

Throw
A character can use a non-projectile weapon (e.g. hand 
axe, knife, etc.) to strike a Target. Similar to an Attack 
Action, the AP cost to do a throw attack is based on the 

weapon’s Traits. The Optimal Range of the weapon is 
5ft x Str SR of the character. The weapon does ½ Total 
Damage (unless it has the Thrown Trait).

If a character is throwing an item at a specific location 
(e.g. a window), treat the Action as if they were throw-
ing against a Vulnerable Target (0 SR). If the character 
fails to hit the desired location, the GM rolls a 1d5. The 
number rolled is multiplied by 5 feet in a direction of the 
GM’s choosing.

Reload
Characters do not have to spend AP to Reload a ranged 
weapon. When a player spends AP to shoot, it is assumed 
the character Reloads their weapon immediately after 
the shot as long as they have ammunition.
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MAGIC ACTIONS

Magic Actions cost AP or SP. Magic is summoned from within the caster 
or from an imbued flux crystal by speaking the Words of power. The Words 
create powerful magic but they come at a price: flux. Each time a caster 
speaks a spell they accumulate flux within themselves. This is referred to 
as a spell’s flux cost.

If caster manifests a spell when they are past their Threshold, the flux 
within them could spill out into reality with unexpected effects (see Flux 
Threshold and Flux Effects on page 49).
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How Magic Works
Magic is based on a rigid unalterable language, the creation of which has been 
lost to time. The language consists of Words of power. To summon magic, the 
Words must be spoken. Tone, loudness, and pitch do not affect manifestation, 
but accents and speech impediments can. If a person is unable to speak, they 
cannot use magic.

Words can be placed into three categories: Delivery, Effect, and Meta. Each Word 
by itself has no power and is safe to say. You could also speak each Word from 
a single category and nothing would happen. It is when the Words are combined 
between each category that the gate within a person is opened. Spells, then, are 
like keys or a code sequence that unlocks a particular effect.

However, there is one more thing besides a voice required to manifest magic: 
Willpower. Even if you possess a Word, you cannot use it unless you know what 
the Word embodies. When you speak, you must visualize how the magic will take 
shape as it transfers from the Otherworld. Without Willpower and the creativity to 
give it form, the gate within will not unlock and the magic will not answer your call.

How to Build a Spell
 
Delivery Word + Effect Word (Ex. Bolt of Darkness) 
Delivery Word + Effect Word + Effect Word (Ex. Bolt of Darkness and Fire) 
Meta Word + Delivery Word + Effect Word (Ex. Delay Bolt of Darkness)

All spells must have a Delivery Word and an Effect Word. Meta Words can be 
added onto a spell and multiple Effect Words can be stacked at the end of the 
spell, but all spells at their core are based upon the Delivery/Effect Word pair.

Delivery Words affect how the spell is transported after the caster manifests it. 
A Touch spell requires the caster to make physical contact with a Target, while a 
Blast spell is omnidirectional and emanates from within the caster.

Effect Words reflect the elemental forces of nature and the universe. Heal speeds 
up the body’s natural healing abilities. Vortex manipulates gravity.

Meta Words alter how spells function within space and time. Certain Meta Words 
will only interact with specific Delivery Words. Enchant allows someone to tempo-
rarily stick magic to an object with a spell. The Word Channel can extend the life 
of a spell for as long as the caster wills it.
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Manifesting, Casting, and Flux
When a spell is spoken and willed into existence, it has been manifested. After 
successfully manifesting, a caster gains flux. Flux refers to an imbalance in the 
world, the metaphysical energy that builds within the caster until their spirit or 
body is unable to contain it and the flux spills into the real-world, triggering a ran-
dom effect, the laws of nature transmuting the energy into something tangible.

Casting is the act of using a manifested spell by touching, projecting or emanating. A 
manifested spell that is not cast soon after its summoning will eventually dissipate.

A casted spell lasts about 6 seconds or one Turn.

Casters can increase the power of their spells (Intensity and Strain) at the cost of 
gaining more flux and stamina.

In Summary
There is more to magic (how to learn new Words, how Circles of Magic affect Word 
structure and pronunciation, etc.) but these basic premises should help you grasp 
its functions for the purpose of your venture.

Manifesting in Narrative
How difficult or easy it is to cast during the narrative is 
largely up to GM discretion. In general, a caster automat-
ically succeeds in manifesting and casting their spell as 
long as they have the requisite SR.

Manifesting in Combat
A character must have a Willpower or Magic SR that 
meets or beats the Willpower DR of the Effect Word. 
The spell then manifests and they gain the flux cost of 
the magic.

After manifesting, the character casts the spell. Area of 
Effect (AoE) spells (Line, Cone, Blast) happen automati-
cally; Touch and Bolt spells rely on the Wisdom stat to hit 
the intended Target; Shape spells are created instantly 
but rely on the Melee stat if a weapon is summoned.

Spell Levels
The number of Effect Words in a spell is used to deter-
mine spell level, flux cost, and Willpower DR. Low-level 
spells have only one Effect Word. Higher-level spells con-
tain two or more Effect Words. It is easier for casters 
to create higher-level spells by investing in the Magic 
Skill. The level of the Magic Skill affects what level of 
spells a caster can safely manifest without incurring a 
flux penalty.

Novice = Level 1 (spells with 1 Effect Word)
Expert = Level 2 (spells with 2 Effect Words)
Master = Level 3 (spells with 3 Effect Words)

If a caster is attempting to cast a spell past their Skill 
level, the total flux for the spell is doubled.

EXAMPLE
The caster knows the Words Fire and Earth. They 
want to make a spell that uses both Words. Fire 
and Earth both have a Willpower DR of 4 and gen-
erate 10 flux. The total needed to create this spell 
is a Willpower DR of 8 and 20 flux. Because there 
are two Effect Words in the spell, it is considered 
a Level 2 spell.
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Words
Darkness
Willpower DR: 4
Flux: 10
Blind (⅓ Wil SR) Condition for one Round or encases 
area in darkness.

Damage
Willpower DR: 4
Flux: 10
Deals 1d5 + ½ Wil SR Damage: (choose one: Slashing, 
Piercing or Impact).

Listed Words pertain to the playtest characters available.

Types of Magic Actions
Cast
How the spell is used and delivered:

Shape – Costs 5 AP. May use the Melee stat. Create an 
item that lasts up to Wil SR Rounds (only the caster can 
use it). If a weapon: creates a 1d5 Melee Weapon with 
the Quick Trait. If armor: creates armor with an AV of ⅓ 
Wil SR.
Touch – Cost 5 AP. Uses the Wisdom stat and Cast Skill. 
Affects one adjacent Target.
Bolt – Cost 6 AP. Uses the Wisdom stat and Cast Skill. 
Affects one Target within Wil SR x 20ft.
Line – Cost 6 AP. AoE — does not require a stat or Skill 
to use. Affects all Targets within a Wil SR x 5ft long by 
5ft wide line.
Cone – Cost 7 AP. AoE — does not require a stat or Skill 
to use. Affects all Targets within a 45-degree cone that 
extends ½ Wil SR x 5ft in length.
Blast – Cost 7 AP. AoE — does not require a stat or Skill 
to use. Affects all Targets around the caster in a ½ Wil 
SR x 5ft radius.

Intensity
A caster may increase a spell’s Intensity to produce a 
more powerful effect at the cost of gaining more flux. 
Gaining a level of Intensity occurs every 3 Excess SR 
above the Effect Word’s minimum Willpower DR. A caster 
absorbs an additional flux cost equal to all Effect Words 
in the spell per level of Intensity. Per each Intensity level, 
the spell gains its effects an additional time.

Casters do not have to gain Intensity if they do not wish it.

EXAMPLE
Phillip’s caster wants to create Shape of Darkness. 
The Effect Word Darkness has a Willpower DR of 4 
and a flux cost of 10. The caster’s Magic Skill SR 
is 10. Because the caster’s SR is 6 above the min-
imum of 4 DR, they can choose to make the spell 
gain up to 2 Intensity. This grants the spell two 
additional effects (in Phillip’s case, it increases 
the duration of the Blind Condition from 2 Rounds 
to 6 Rounds), plus 20 extra flux. In total, the caster 
gains 30 flux.

Strain
Casters can choose to Strain if they do not have enough 
Willpower or Magic SR for a spell or the next level of 
Intensity. As part of the Magic Action, a character gains 
1d10 flux (on top of the existing flux cost of the spell) and 
suffers 1 True Stamina Damage per number of Strains. 
Can Strain up to ½ Wil SR times.

EXAMPLE
Jeff’s character wants to use Bolt of Fire (Wil 4 
DR). Their Magic Skill SR is 9. The character can 
increase the Intensity of Bolt of Fire by 1. However, 
they want to create a stronger Bolt of Fire spell. To 
achieve 2 Intensity, he needs to Strain. In addition 
to the spell’s flux cost (10), he will gain 20 flux (10 
per level of Intensity added), plus 1d10 flux and 1 
True Stamina Damage (1 Strain).
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Flux
The price of magic is flux. It builds each time a spell is 
manifested, marking an imbalance in the physical realm. 
Low levels of flux do little harm, the caster or time even-
tually siphoning the invisible energy away. High levels of 
flux, however, can have painful or deadly consequences 
if the caster manifests too much, too quickly — and inev-
itably loses control.

The higher the amount of flux being balanced at once, 
the more dangerous it becomes for the caster and those  
around them. 

Flux Threshold
The Flux Threshold represents how much flux a caster 
can hold within themselves and still maintain the bal-
ance between their aura and the natural world. Once the 
threshold is breached and the caster continues to mani-
fest, there is a chance a Flux Effect will occur.

Flux Test
If a manifested spell results in the caster exceeding 
their Flux Threshold, the player must make an immediate 
Flux Test after resolving the spell’s effects. If they roll 
below their flux amount, the resulting roll is their new 
flux amount and the difference is used to determine 
the Flux Effect. If they roll above their flux amount, noth-
ing happens.

As long as a character’s flux amount remains past their 
threshold, they must make a Flux Test each time they 
manifest a spell. In addition to being magically unstable, 
the caster’s eyes glow white as a sign that they have 

exceeded their limits. This effect remains in place until 
the caster regains control by releasing flux and decreas-
ing their total flux amount.

EXAMPLE
Astrid’s caster has a Flux Threshold of 35. As her 
character casts spells, their Flux amount steadily 
increases. Her character’s latest spell pushes 
them past their Flux Threshold to 40. Astrid rolls 
and reveals a 53 — nothing happens but her cast-
er’s eyes are now glowing, alerting nearby enemies 
and allies.

Astrid pushes her character’s luck and has them 
cast again, increasing their Flux to 72. She rolls 
and reveals a 31, which is below the character’s 
flux amount. The difference between 72 and 31 
is 41. A 41 on the Flux Effects chart causes the 
ground to rumble and make loose items fall to the 
ground. The GM could impose Agility or movement 
penalties on everyone until Astrid’s next turn.

With the physical world having achieved bal-
ance, Astrid’s character’s flux amount is now at 
31. Because this is below the character’s Flux 
Threshold, their eyes no longer glow. However, cast-
ing another spell will push them over the threshold 
once more and could trigger another effect.

Flux Effects
Flux Effects are triggered when a caster breaches their 
Flux Threshold. The greater the difference between the 
caster’s current flux amount and the number rolled, the 
more volatile the effect. Flux Effects follow the caster 
wherever they go. The resulting effects and any bonuses 
or penalties are ultimately up to the GM’s discretion to 
better fit the narrative.
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FLUX EFFECT

1-2 A slight breeze swirls around the caster.

3-4 The air suddenly turns thick with humidity up to 1d10 x 5 feet.

5-6 Beads of sweat break out across the caster’s forehead and along their neck.

7-8
The caster’s lips crack, and their tongue and throat feel like sandpaper as moisture is instantly 
sapped from their body. Lose 1 Stamina.

9-10
Roll a 1d10. The air is suddenly filled with either a pleasing (1-5) or noxious (6-10) odor up to 
1d10 x 5 feet.

11-12
The caster is surrounded by static and keeps shocking themselves on anything metal. The effect 
lasts for 1d5 hours.

13-14 Roll a 1d10. The caster suffers from either drowsiness (1-5) or insomnia (6-10) for 1d5 days.

15-16
The caster and everyone within 1d5 x 5 feet receive a painful headache. They also gain the 
Weakened Condition for 1d5 hours.

17-18 Animals act jittery or spooked if the caster draws near them. The effect lasts for 1d10 hours.

19-20 Plants within 1d10 x 5 feet of the caster experience an unnatural growth spurt. 

21-22
For 1d5 Rounds, time slows around the caster. Gain twice the amount of AP in combat en-
counters.

23-24 An unnatural fog fills the area up to 1d10 x 5 feet around the caster.

25-26 Gravity decreases, causing light objects to hover or float away.

27-28 Windows shatter and wood cracks up to 2d10 x 5 feet away.

29-30
Light explodes around the caster up to 2d10 x 5 feet, blinding everything within its reach for 
1d5 Rounds.

31-32
A vortex of roaring wind randomly appears within 2d10 x 5 feet of the caster, dragging all to-
ward it. Everyone within range must make a Hard (4) Strength Task or fall towards the center 
for 1d10 x 5 feet.

33-34 The air becomes chilly and a web of frost 1d10 x 5 feet wide grows around the caster.

35-36
The caster becomes ill for the rest of the day. Roll a 1d10. The caster is suffering from cramps 
(1-3), vomiting (4-6), or fever (7-9). If a 10 is rolled, the caster gains all three symptoms. Gain 
Weakened Condition for the duration of the illness.

37-38 The caster blacks out for 1d5 Rounds.

39-40
The caster experiences a sudden, strong mood swing for 1d5 Rounds. Roll a 1d10. The caster 
becomes sad (1-2), angry (3-4), fearful (5-6), joyous (7), serene (8), or confident (9). If a 10 is 
rolled, the caster will vacillate between two emotions of the player’s choice.
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FLUX EFFECT

41-42 The ground rumbles up to 2d10 x 5 feet, causing any loose items to fall to the floor.

43-44
Gravity suddenly increases around the caster up to 2d10 x 5 feet for 1d5 Rounds. Movement 
AP cost is doubled and all SR is halved.

45-46 Rain pours down upon the area around the caster up to 2d10 x 5 feet away for 1d5 hours.

47-48 Thick flakes of snow fall from the sky up to 2d10 x 5 feet around the caster for 1d5 hours.

49-50
Chunks of ice roar down from the sky up to 3d10 x 5 feet around the caster for 1d10 Rounds. Each 
Round, affected characters must roll a 1d10. If they roll a 1, they suffer 1d10 Impact damage.

51-52
For 1d5 Rounds, white noise cancels out all sound around the caster up to 3d10 x 5 feet away. 
Reduce all Perception Skill-related SR to 0 after modifiers when using hearing.

53-54 The caster is gripped by intense paranoia. Suffers from Fear (3) Condition.

55-56 Random objects within 3d10 x 5 feet of the caster combust.

57-58 Plants within 3d10 x 5 feet of the caster wither and die within a matter of moments.

59-60 The caster is suddenly teleported to a random spot within 3d10 x 5 feet of their original position.

61-62 Hallucinations overwhelm the caster’s mind for 1d5 hours.

63-64
One of the caster’s primary senses is taken for 2d10 minutes. Roll a 1d10. The caster goes 
blind (1-3), deaf (4-6) or mute (7-9). If it’s a 10, the player chooses two. Reduce all Perception 
Skill-related SR to 0 when using any missing senses.

65-66
An aura of power surrounds the caster, followed by a flash of blinding light and rush of wind. 
Afterward, their eyes continue to glow even if they haven’t exceeded their Flux Threshold. This 
effect is permanent.

67-68
The strain of magic streaming through the caster’s body prematurely turns their hair white. 
This effect is permanent.

69-70

A flux feedback tears an invisible hole in the caster’s mind and they are overwhelmed by a brief 
glimpse of the raw, chaotic energy swirling behind the fabric of reality. The brain immediately 
shuts down to save itself, resulting in memory loss. Roll a 1d10. If it is 1-8, the caster does not 
remember an equal number of hours. If a 9 or 10, the caster does not remember the entire day 
and briefly loses a Skill until they overcome a Hard (6) Willpower Task.

71-72 The caster mentally shuts down and becomes catatonic for 2d5 Rounds.

73-74 Total darkness encompasses an area around the caster up to 4d10 x 5 feet.

75-76

The sky darkens and lightning rains down from above, ripping through the air with concussive 
strikes. Everyone in the area is affected. Roll a 1d10 for the next five Rounds. If a 1 is revealed 
by a player or GM, the Target is struck by lightning, dealing 2d10 Electric damage and 1d5 
Stamina damage.
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FLUX EFFECT

77-78
Random inanimate objects explode, dealing 2d5 Piercing damage to all nearby characters 
within 3d10 x 5 feet.

79-80 The caster is assaulted by visions of different futures.

81-82
A howling gale smashes through the area, toppling trees and flinging loose objects around like 
cannonballs. GM Discretion on the effects.

83-84
Magic floods through the caster’s body, filling them with unimaginable ecstasy and pain. They 
are unconscious for 1d5 days. When they wake up, they remember nothing. The amnesia is 
permanent, but they can at least form new memories. 

85-86
A flash flood sweeps through the area up to 1d5 miles in all directions with the caster as the 
center, the roaring torrent demolishing everything in its path. GM Discretion on the effects.

87-88
Thunder shakes the ground and deep fissures tear apart the landscape up to 1d5 miles in all 
directions with the caster as the center, the earth rolling like waves on the sea. GM Discretion 
on the effects.

89-90
A sharp pain shoots through the caster’s body. Roll a 1d10 to determine the injured body part. 
Upon closer examination, thin veins of crystal can be seen pushing through the skin. The cast-
er has Chrysalis Disease.

91-92
An invisible sphere of destruction blasts from within the caster, instantly destroying them and 
dealing 5d10 True Damage to everything around them up to 4d10 x 5 feet away.

93-94

Sound is sucked from the air and a sphere of pulsing energy expands around the caster for 
5d10 x 5 feet. Reality begins to warp, the center of the sphere slowly dragging light objects 
towards it. After 2d5 Rounds (GM rolls), all matter within the energy sphere implodes, leaving 
behind only an empty crater where the caster once stood.

95-96

The caster screams as they begin to burn from the inside out. Their skin chars, plasma pouring 
from their mouth and eyes, the shrieking tendrils arcing around their body and incinerating 
anything they touch. All Targets within 2d10 x 5 feet must pass a Hard (8) Agility Task or get 
struck by the tendrils. Those that are struck are ignited with blistering energy dealing 2d10 
True Damage and suffer Burning (4) Condition. In 2d5 Rounds (GM rolls), the caster ex-
plodes, starfire consuming everything within 5d10 x 5 feet.

97-98
Color drains from the land as everything within 3d5 x 5 feet of the caster, living or inanimate, 
rapidly ages and decays. The caster is the last to die.

99-100

The caster screams as bone snaps and skin rips apart, their howls turning into roars of pain and 
fury. Bloody rags of flesh hang from the hideous creature, red ichor dripping down its twist-
ed, mismatched limbs, each ending in scythe-like talons. Its lips peel back, revealing wicked, 
razor-sharp fangs and a long, black tongue. The creature throws back its head, an ear-piercing 
shriek sending a shiver of terror through all who hear it. As silence descends, eyes, glittering 
bright gold against the darkness, survey the area, hungrily searching for prey. It is hungry… so 
very, very hungry.
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Catalyst Stone
Once a flux crystal is imbued with magic it becomes a catalyst stone. Anyone can 
use it to cast magic if they know the exact Words placed within. Since the flux cost 
has already been paid by the imbuer, the user does not gain any.

To use a catalyst stone, the user speaks the Words and calls on their Willpower 
or Magic SR to successfully draw forth the spell. A Bolt or Touch spell will also 
require Wisdom or Cast SR to successfully deliver it.

The Willpower DR to meet or beat for summoning an imbued spell from within a 
catalyst stone is 2 + Spell Level.

Example
For the venture in Blood of the Sea, the company has a catalyst stone with 5 Touch 
of Heal spells. See the Item section on page 83 for more details.

Sethys uses the catalyst stone to heal Alazar. Summoning the spell requires her to 
beat a Willpower DR of 3. Since her Willpower SR is 4, she automatically succeeds.

Catalyst stone in one hand and the other touching Alazar, Sethys murmurs ‘Touch 
of Heal’ and Alazar’s wounds instantly begin to close. The man winces in pain. He 
regains 3 HP at the cost of 1 True Stamina Damage.
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STUNT ACTIONS

Stunt Actions require a character to be adjacent the Target. All Stunt Actions 
require 4 AP to perform, and the character can perform ½ Wisdom SR Stunt 
Actions per Round.

Stunts Versus Defenseless 
or Vulnerable Targets
Versus a Defenseless Target: The Target halves their 
Total SR when rolling against a Stunt Action.

Versus a Vulnerable Target: The Target takes a ½ SR pen-
alty to their stat and cannot roll against the Task.

EXAMPLE
A Vulnerable Target has a Str SR of 4. A character 
attempts to perform a Takedown Stunt on them. 
The character only has to beat the Target’s SR of 2.

For more information on Defenseless and Vulnerable 
Targets, See page 63.

GMs have discretion on whether additional bonuses or 
penalties to SR are applied given various situations that 
may affect the Stunt. For instance, if a Target is drunk, 
they suffer an SR penalty during the Grapple.

Detain
This Stunt Action can only be attempted after winning a 
Grapple Task on the character’s turn. For 4 AP, the Target 
must pass a Detain Task. This is considered an Easy (0) 
Strength Task vs the Target’s own Easy (0) Strength Task.

If successful, the Target cannot perform any actions and 
is considered Vulnerable while the character is holding 
them in place. The Target is no longer Detained if the 
character releases the Target.

Gear such as manacles or rope can keep the Target 
Detained while the character is not holding them in place. 
Placing manacles or rope on the Target is considered to 
be part of the Detain Stunt Action. GM has discretion if 
the Target can perform other actions while Detained.

Disarm
To perform this Action, the character must pass an Easy 
(0) Wisdom Task vs the Target’s own Easy (0) Agility or 
Strength Task. If the character succeeds, the weapon 
falls to the ground. If the character succeeds with an 
Excess SR of 4 or higher, they may choose to steal the 
weapon away from the Target.

Feint
This is considered an Easy (0) Wisdom Task vs the 
Target’s own Easy (0) Wisdom Task. If the character 
wins, the Target is considered Defenseless against the 
character until the start of the Target’s next turn.

Grapple
This is considered an Easy (0) Strength Task vs the 
Target’s own Easy (0) Strength Task. If successful, 
both the character and Target are considered Grappled 
and Defenseless.

A new Grapple Task must be performed by the engaged 
parties for 4 AP at the start of each participant’s turn. If 
the character does not have the requisite AP, their turn 
is skipped.

The participant that wins the Grapple Task on their own 
turn may perform a Takedown Action or Detain Stunt 
Action, Melee Attack Action with a weapon that has the 
Quick Trait, or disengage from the Grapple.
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If a participant loses a Grapple Task during their turn, 
their turn ends. A participant may not disengage from a 
Grapple unless they win a Grapple Task.

EXAMPLE
Michaela’s character decides to Grapple an enemy. 
The character’s Strength is 38 and their Str SR is 
3. Michaela rolls, revealing a 37. The character’s 
Str SR receives neither a DoS or DoF. The GM rolls 
for the enemy and reveals a Str SR of 1. Both par-
ticipants are now considered to be Grappled.

With 9 AP remaining, Michaela decides to spend 5 
AP to use her character’s short sword to stab the 
enemy. Since the enemy is Defenseless, they can-
not Dodge or Parry the attack. The weapon inflicts 
1d10 + Str SR Piercing Damage.

During the enemy’s turn, they attempt to break 
the Grapple for 4 AP. The GM and Michaela roll a 
Strength Task at the same time. She reveals 2 SR 
and the GM reveals 3 SR. Thus, the enemy kicks 
her character away and uses their remaining AP 
to flee.

Takedown
This is considered an Easy (0) Strength Task vs the 
Target’s own Easy (0) Strength Task. If the character 
wins, the Target is knocked Prone. If the Excess SR is 4 
or greater, any items that the Target is holding at the time 
of the Takedown is removed from the Target’s hands. GM 
discretion on the status of the item.

Gain +2 SR bonus to Takedown if the character is wield-
ing a shield or performing a Charge Action. If a character 
attempts to Takedown a Target while Charging and wield-
ing a shield, their total SR bonus is +4.
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MISCELLANEOUS ACTIONS

Assistance
When one or more characters wish to help a charac-
ter overcome a Task, they can add ½ of their related 
stat SR or Skill SR as a bonus to the main character’s 
next attempt.

When Assistance is attempted during combat, it costs 
4 AP. Players do not need to use Delay Turn — as long 
the required AP is spent the Assistance is considered to 
happen during the Round simultaneously.

EXAMPLE
A large piece of debris is blocking the only exit the 
characters have to escape the approaching peace-
keepers. Three of the players decide to lift and 
move the debris clear. The GM makes this a Difficult 
(9) Strength Task. Since there are three characters 
participating, they must decide who will roll against 
their Strength and who will provide Assistance.

Player 1 has high Strength, so they elect to roll. 
Players 2 and 3 provide ½ of their Strength SRs.

Player 1 rolls against their Strength stat, adding the 
DoS or DoF to their SR, and totaling the results. In 
this case, Player 1 got 5 SR, Player 2 adds their 2 
SR bonus, and Player 3 also adds their 2 SR, for a 
total of 9 SR. They are able to move the debris and 
escape right before the Peacekeepers find them.

Defensive Stance
Characters can assume a defensive posture. Gain +2 
SR to all Reactions until the start of the character’s 
next turn. This action costs 2 AP and ends the charac-
ter’s turn.

Hunker Down
Characters with shields can raise them up to make it 
difficult for Ranged Attacks to hit them. Depending 
on the Shield Bonus, characters gain Cover bonuses 

(See page 62) until the start of their next turn. This 
action costs 2 AP and ends the character’s turn. Can be 
used with Sprint Action. If a character uses their shield’s 
Parry Reaction before the start of their next turn, the 
benefit is lost.

Shield (3) – ¼ Cover
Shield (5) – ½ Cover
Shield (7+) – ¾ Cover

Motivate
For 6 AP, the character can motivate an ally within Char 
SR x 5ft. The Target gains +2 SR to the next Combat Skill.

Use Skill
Allows the character to perform a Skill. This is largely 
used whenever performing a Task in combat. The AP cost 
of performing the Task is dependent on the GM.

Use Talent
Allows the character to perform a Talent. The cost varies 
depending on the Talent itself.

Move Actions
Characters can move during or in between performing 
different Actions as long as they have enough AP during 
their turn.

Characters with Agi SR 1-4 can move 5 feet per 1 AP. 
Characters with Agi SR 5-8 can move 10 feet per 1 AP.

Sprint
If the character chooses to Sprint, they must move 30 
feet in any direction (does not have to be a straight line) 
and lose 1 Stamina Point. They are considered to have ¼ 
Cover until the start of their next turn (See page 62). 
Can be stacked with the Hunker Down Action.
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Charge
Charge allows the character to put extra effort into their 
upcoming Melee Attack Action. To perform a Charge, 
characters must travel at least 15 feet in a line towards 
their Target and exhaust 1 Stamina Point. Characters who 
Charge can choose to gain +2 SR to hit or +2 weapon 
damage on their next Melee Attack Action. Characters 
lose their Charge bonus if they perform any other Action 
aside from a Melee Attack Action, miss with a Melee 
Attack Action, or if the Target maneuvers away from the 
attack in between Rounds.

Prone
Performing a Prone Action changes the character’s 
stance to laying on the ground. Whenever the character 
is lying Prone, they gain a +2 SR bonus to Reactions vs 
Ranged Attacks and -2 SR penalty to Reactions vs Melee 
Attacks. Does not cost AP to perform.

Generic Movement
Costs 2 AP to perform a myriad of minor movements 
including kneeling, standing, etc.

Jump
A Jump Action is used whenever a Move Action is per-
formed to maneuver over an obstacle. For every 5 feet 
of clearance, add +3 DR to the Strength or Agility Task. 
May use Acrobatics or Athletics Skill. GM Discretion on 
any additional penalties or bonuses. AP costs similar 
to moving.

Swim
A Swim Action increases the cost of movement from 1 
AP to 4 AP per 5 feet.

Action Summary Chart
MELEE ACTIONS

ACTION DESCRIPTION

ATTACK ACTION Strike with equipped Melee Weapon.
Quick: 5 AP
Normal: 6 AP
Heavy: 7 AP
Unwieldy: 8 AP

ALTERNATE 
ATTACK

Strike with an alternate means determined by the weapon’s Trait. This only applies 
to Melee Weapons.

DIRECTED ATTACK Strike aimed at a specific location of the body. Target gains bonuses unless Defense-
less/Vulnerable.
Quick: +1 SR
Normal: +2 SR
Heavy: +3 SR
Unwieldy: +4 SR

IMPROVISED 
MELEE

Attack with a random object. GM discretion on AP cost, bonuses, penalties, and 
damage type.

SWIM Increases cost of movement from 1 AP to 4 AP per 5 feet.
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RANGED ACTIONS

ACTION DESCRIPTION

ATTACK ACTION Strike with equipped Ranged Weapon.
Quick: 5 AP
Normal: 6 AP
Heavy: 7AP
Unwieldy: 8 AP

AIM For 2 AP, the character may choose a Hit Location (See page 64) on their next 
Ranged Attack Action. If the character moves or performs a Reaction before the 
shot, the targeted location is lost.

THROW Same AP cost as Attack Action to throw non-projectile weapon. Optimal Range: 5ft 
x Str SR. Damage: ½ Total Damage (unless has Thrown Trait).

MAGIC ACTIONS

ACTION DESCRIPTION

CAST Shape, Touch, and Bolt spells cost 5 AP. Line, Cone, and Blast are AoE spells and do 
not cost AP.

INTENSITY Gain Intensity per 3 Excess SR above the Effect Word’s Wil DR. Per Intensity level, 
gain extra effect and additional flux cost equal to all Effect Words in the spell.

STRAIN Can Strain if lacking enough Wil or Magic SR to gain next level of Intensity. Gain 
additional 1d10 flux and suffers 1 True Stamina Damage per number of Strains. 
Can Strain up to ½ Wil SR times.

STUNT ACTIONS

ACTION DESCRIPTION

DETAIN Costs 4 AP. Strength vs Strength Task. If successful, Target cannot perform any 
actions and is Vulnerable.

DISARM Costs 4 AP. Wisdom vs Agility or Strength Task. If successful, weapon falls to the 
ground. If Excess +4 SR, steal weapon.

FEINT Costs 4 AP. Wisdom vs Wisdom Task. If successful, Target is Defenseless until start 
of the Target’s next turn.

GRAPPLE Costs 4 AP. Strength vs Strength Task. If successful, Target is Grappled and De-
fenseless. See page 54.

TAKEDOWN Costs 4 AP. Strength vs Strength Task. If successful, Target is knocked Prone. If 
Excess +4 SR, items removed from hands. +2 SR with shield or Charge Action; +4 
with both.
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MISCELLANEOUS ACTIONS

ACTION DESCRIPTION

ASSISTANCE Grants ½ Stat SR to Target’s Next Related Skill Task.

DEFENSIVE 
STANCE

Provides a +2 SR to all Reactions until the start of the character’s next turn. Costs 2 
AP and ends turn.

HUNKER DOWN Uses shield to protect against Ranged Attacks. Shield Bonus (X) grants Cover 
bonuses until the start of next turn (See page 62). If a character uses shield’s 
Parry Reaction, they lose this benefit.
Shield (3) - ¼ Cover
Shield (5) - ½ Cover
Shield (7+) - ¾ Cover

MOTIVATE For 6 AP, motivate an ally within Char SR x 5ft. Target gains +2 SR to combat. 

USE SKILL Allows the use of Skills during combat. GM discretion on the AP cost or penalties.

USE TALENT Allows the use of Talents during combat. GM discretion on the AP cost or penal-
ties.

MOVE ACTIONS

ACTION DESCRIPTION

SPRINT Move 30 feet in any direction and lose 1 SP. Gain ¼ Cover until the start of their 
next turn (See page 62). Stacks with Hunker Down Action.

CHARGE Move 15 feet in a line towards their Target and exhaust 1 SP. Gain +2 SR to hit OR 
+2 weapon damage on their next Melee Attack Action.

PRONE Costs 0 AP. Gain +2 SR to Reactions vs Ranged Attacks and -2 SR to Reactions vs 
Melee Attacks.

GENERIC 
MOVEMENT

Costs 2 AP to perform a myriad of minor movements including kneeling, standing, 
etc.

JUMP For every 5 feet of clearance, add +3 DR to Strength or Agility Task. May use Acro-
batics or Athletics Skill. GM Discretion on any additional penalties or bonuses. AP 
costs similar to moving.
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ATTACKING A TARGET

All attacks are made using the following: Melee stat, Ranged stat, Wisdom stat, 
Cast Skill, Throw [Group] Skill, and Weapon Use [Group] Skill.

Cast Skills
Cast, which is based on a character’s Wisdom stat and 
SR, is used to determine the effectiveness of hitting a 
target with Touch and Bolt spells.

Throw [Weapon] Skill
This Skill revolves around weapons with the Thrown Trait. 
Unlike other Melee Weapon Skills, Throw [Group] relies 
on a character’s Ranged stat and SR. If a character 
throws a Melee Weapon without the Thrown Trait, the 
character can still use this Skill or Ranged SR, but at a 
½ SR penalty.

Weapon Use [Group] Skill
This Skill is used to represent a character’s level of train-
ing in either a group of weapons, like Short Blades, or a 
single exotic weapon, like Hand Cannons.

Hitting the Target
Once the player has determined what weapon and asso-
ciated stat or Skill they want to use, the player then rolls 
a d100 against their character’s Melee or Ranged stat. 
The goal is to roll as low as possible. For every DoS, the 
Skill’s effectiveness increases by +1 SR. For every DoF, 
the Skill’s effectiveness decreases by -1 SR.

Once the player has their total SR, it is compared to the 
Target’s SR if they are using a Reaction (see Reactions 
below). If the Target is not using a Reaction, the Task SR 
to meet or beat is 0. Other bonuses and penalties can 
be applied.

Area of Effect
Some weapons and spells affect a wide area and one or 
more Targets. This is referred to as Area of Effect (AoE).

REACTIONS

Reactions are abilities characters may use to improve their defense. They help 
characters evade attacks or incoming threats, and allow them to deflect blows with 
their arms, weapons or shields. An ill-timed or slow Reaction, however, may cause 
the character to be hit by an attack that likely would have missed.

Rolling for a Reaction must be done at the same time as the attack. Once an attacker 
rolls for the attack and the result is known, the opportunity to defend oneself is lost.
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Target Reactions
Whenever a Target becomes the focus of an attack, the 
Target can use one of their Reactions. This has to be 
declared prior to the attacker’s roll to offset knowing 
whether the combatant hits or not. After both the attacker 
and Target roll, they compare final SRs. Attackers only 
have to meet or beat the Target’s SR to strike true.

Targets can only use one Reaction per attack. This means 
the Target must carefully weigh whether or not to use a 
Reaction, especially when outnumbered. All Reactions 
are regained at the start of the Target’s next turn.

Types of Reactions
Characters can defend themselves or avoid damage 
through four types of Reactions: Dodge, Parry, Scatter, 
and Block.

Dodge
Dodge can be used against all forms of physical attack. 
All characters have ⅓ Agi SR Dodge chances per Round.

Parry
Use weapons or shields to redirect incoming Melee 
attacks. Shields can also be used to Parry Ranged 
attacks. Gain one additional Parry for each arm that is 
wielding a weapon or shield. Parry SR for a particular 
weapon can be improved through the Weapon Use Skill. 
If an arm does not have a weapon or a shield to Parry, 
the Target can elect to Parry with that arm to guarantee 
a hit on that location.

Parrying With Off-Hand*
If the character is not Ambidextrous, the SR for Parrying 
with an off-hand weapon is halved. This penalty can be 
negated by using a weapon with the Parry Trait, such as 
a knife or shortsword.

Parrying With Ranged Weapon*
There may be a time where a character has nothing but 
their gun and they have to defend against a Melee attack. 
Because a Ranged Weapon is not geared towards Melee 
fighting, Parrying with a Ranged Weapon suffers ½ Total 
SR penalty. Characters can still use their related Ranged 
stat and Skill to perform this Parry.

If the character does use a Ranged Weapon to Parry but 
it is in the off-hand, the penalty is halved again, resulting 
in the Parry SR being ¼ of the total SR.

Scatter
Players may sacrifice any single Dodge Reaction to move 
away from an AoE attack up to a character’s movement x 
2. Scatter can only be used once per attack.

Block
If a character in an AoE has an item with a Shield (X) 
trait, they may instead spend the wielded arm’s Parry 
Reaction to reduce the incoming damage as per the 
shield’s Cover bonus.

Attack vs. Reactions Chart
TYPE OF ATTACK REACTIONS

Physical Melee Dodge, Parry
Physical Range Dodge, Block (Items Vary)
Physical AoE Scatter, Block (Items Vary)
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COVER

When a character is without a shield, the best way to avoid getting damaged from 
a Ranged Attack or an AoE blast is to seek Cover. All damage received from AoE 
is reduced depending on the kind of Cover a Target hides behind. The amount of 
Cover will impose a penalty against the attacker’s Ranged Attack SR against the 
Target. The GM has discretion on the amount of Cover provided.

If Target is behind:
¼ Cover: -4 SR, -1d5 AoE damage reduction

½ Cover: -8 SR, -2d5 AoE damage

¾ Cover: -12 SR, -3d5 AoE damage

Full Cover: -16 SR, -4d5 AoE damage

If a character has a shield, they can use it to create Cover. See Hunker Down 
Action on page 56 for more information.
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DEFENSELESS VS 
VULNERABLE TARGETS

Defenseless Targets
Targets that are actively engaged in combat or alert 
to danger but are incapable of defending themselves 
because they cannot see or counter all incoming attacks 
are considered Defenseless.

Becoming a Defenseless Target
A Target may become Defenseless if they become Blind, 
suffer from Fear, fall for a Feint maneuver, engage in 
Grappling, use up all of their Reactions before the start 
of their next turn, etc. It is up to the GM to determine 
whether a Target is considered Defenseless during nar-
rative play.

Penalties to a Defenseless Target
All attacks against the Defenseless Target count as 
attacking a Target with 0 SR.

Vulnerable Targets
Targets who are unconscious or unaware of any danger 
lurking nearby are considered Vulnerable.

Becoming a Vulnerable Target
A Target becomes Vulnerable if they have been Stunned, 
Ambushed, fallen unconscious, etc. It is up to the GM 
to determine whether a Target is considered Vulnerable 
during narrative play.

Penalties to a Vulnerable Target
All attacks against the Vulnerable Target count as hitting 
a Target with 0 SR and the Critical Percentage of the 
weapon is doubled.

Stealth Attack 
(Narrative Only)
A Stealth Attack scenario can only be performed against 
a Vulnerable Target. If successful, the weapon damage 
is doubled and Critical Percentage is doubled. Weapons 
with Quick Trait triple weapon damage instead of double.
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HIT LOCATIONS

Hit Locations vary depending on the Target you are fighting, each part represented 
by a number on a d10. When a Target is struck, the player rolls a d10 to determine 
where the Target has been hit (unless it is a Directed Attack Action).

Hit Locations  
for humans:
Head: 1
Left Arm: 2
Right Arm: 3
Body: 4-8
Left Leg: 9
Right Leg: 10

Hit Locations  
for Non-Humans:
Head: 1
Left Arm: 2
Right Arm: 3
Upper Body: 4-7
Lower Body: 8-10

POWER HITS

Power Hits allow players to deal additional effects to Targets. If Total Damage prior 
to Damage Mitigation is 10 or more from a single attack, the attack triggers a 
Power Hit. Only one Power Hit can be triggered per attack.

If a Power Hit affects the:
Head
Target suffers Disorient (1) Condition.

Arms
Target suffers -2 SR when using the arm for one Round. 
If the Target is holding a weapon, they are Disarmed.

Torso
Target is knocked back 5 feet.

Legs
Target falls Prone.
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CRITICAL HITS

During combat, a character may hit a vital point in a Target’s armor or manage to 
cleave straight through it. Reactions can also benefit from Critical Hits as well, 
allowing a defender to Parry or Dodge a potentially lethal strike. Talents can help 
improve the odds of scoring a Critical Hit.

AoE attacks do not benefit from Critical Hits unless stated. Bolt and Touch use 2 x 
Wil SR for Critical Percentage.

Critical Percentage
All weapons and shields have a Critical Percentage (Crit 
%). The Crit % for all weapons increases by ⅓ Wisdom SR.

Quick: 9%
Normal: 7%
Heavy: 5%
Unwieldy: 3%

EXAMPLE
If a character is wielding a Quick weapon, its Crit 
% is 9 percent plus 2 percent from the character’s 
Wis SR (4). That means if a player rolls a d100 
and reveal a 1-11 result, the character makes a 
Critical Hit.

Critical Hit Effects
A Critical Hit doubles the attacker or defender’s Total SR. 
If the attacker’s Total SR overcomes the defender’s, the 
weapon deals Max Damage. Max Damage caused by a 
Critical Hit cannot be reduced by the armor’s Advantage 
against a specific damage type.

EXAMPLE (PART 1)
Elizabeth’s character attacks a bandit with their 
broadsword. The character’s Melee is 35 and 
Weapon Use Skill SR is 7. The weapon’s Crit % is 
also 7. Elizabeth rolls and reveals a 3, resulting in 
a Critical Hit.

Elizabeth then adds the DoS (+3) from the attack 
roll to the Weapon Use Skill SR of 7, for a total of 
10 SR. Because it’s a Critical Hit, the 10 SR is 
doubled to 20, making it improbable for someone 
to defend against it. The broadsword’s damage of 
1d10+4 is maxed, dealing 14 Slashing Damage to 
the bandit. This also triggers a Power Hit.

Critical Hit Reaction
When defending, characters use their Agility SR as the 
Crit % if they roll to Dodge an attack. Characters who 
Parry will continue to use their weapon’s Crit %.

EXAMPLE (PART 2)
It’s now the enemies’ turn, and they retaliate 
against Elizabeth’s character for injuring their com-
rade. As a bandit swings at her, Elizabeth decides 
to use her shield to Parry the incoming blow. The 
GM rolls for the brigand’s attack and achieves a 
Critical Hit, resulting in a Total SR of 20.

However, Elizabeth rolls for her character’s Parry 
Reaction at the same time. She reveals a 5, which 
is within the Crit % of her shield (8%). With her 
Melee at 35, she gains +3 DoS to her base SR 
of 3, for a total of 6 SR. Her shield has the Shield 
(5) Trait, granting an additional 5 SR to her Parry 
Reaction to reach a total of 11 SR. Elizabeth’s 
Critical Hit Reaction doubles her Parry SR to 22. 
Thus, she deflects the attacker’s sure blow.
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DAMAGE

There are numerous ways a character can become injured, whether it is by the 
edge of a blade or falling off a roof. If a character is unable to use a Reaction or 
fails to defend themselves, damage can be mitigated by armor or spells. All dam-
age is considered Lethal Damage unless it is specifically referred to as Stamina 
Damage or a character announces their intent to do non-lethal damage (a.k.a. 
Stamina Damage).

Types of Lethal Damage
Slashing (S)
This damage type is delivered by any weapons or objects 
with a cutting or fine edge.

Piercing (P)
This damage type is delivered by any weapons or objects 
with a fine point used to puncture through tough materials.

Impact (I)
This damage type is delivered by any flat-surfaced or 
rounded weapons or objects.

Fire (F)
This damage can be generated by the environment, 
magic or tech gear.

Electric (E)
This damage type is generated by the environment, 
magic or tech gear, and is the most difficult to mitigate 
since most armor tends to be made from metal.

Non-Lethal 
Stamina Damage
Stamina Damage drains a Target’s Stamina Points 
(SP) and is typically delivered through blunt force or is 
accrued when a character overexerts themselves. When 
SP reaches 0 or less from external sources (but not over-
exertion), the Target gains Exhaustion (See page 72).

Determining Stamina Damage
Roll damage as normal, then half it to determine the 
weapon’s Stamina Damage.

Ranged attacks always deal Lethal Damage unless oth-
erwise noted.

The best way to reduce Stamina Damage is by pur-
chasing armor with the Resistance (R) value plus ½ 
Toughness SR.

Total Damage
Total Damage is the rolled and modified final damage 
prior to Damage Mitigation (See page 68). Total 
Damage can be reduced by armor or a unique trait of 
the Target.

True Damage
True Damage is damage that bypasses a Target’s armor 
or other defenses, directly affecting the body.
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Max Damage
Max Damage is the maximum possible damage a weapon 
can deal prior to Damage Mitigation. There is no rolling 
involved when a Talent, Critical Hit, or situation calls for 
Max Damage.

Falling Damage
A character takes 1d5 True Damage to the Torso for 
every increment of 10 feet they have fallen (or from 
being knocked back). There is no maximum distance a 
character may fall — the Falling Damage Chart is merely 
a guideline.

Falling Damage can also be influenced by other factors, 
such as how a character lands, what the character lands 
on, and whether or not they are wearing any protective 
gear. GM’s have discretion on whether or not to alter the 
effects of Falling Damage.

Once a character’s Health Points are reduced to 0, 
the remaining damage is applied as Death Points 
(See page 72). For each remaining 1d5 damage 
rolled, roll a d10 to determine Hit Location. All Falling 
Damage after 0 HP is considered True Impact Damage.

EXAMPLE (PART 1)
Taylor’s character has 24 HP and they fall 100 feet. 
They roll 9d5’s and reveal the following results in 
order: 3, 2, 4, 5, 3, 3, 4, 2, and 5. The total True 
Damage is 31. After the seventh roll, Taylor’s char-
acter has used up all 24 of their Health Points. 
The two remaining damage rolls will be applied as 
Death Points (DP) to various locations. Taylor rolls 
for each location and reveals that the fall injured 
their character’s Left Arm (2 DP) and Torso (5 DP) 
for a total of 7 DP.

Knockback Damage
There are some Skills or Talents that allow characters to 
knock back foes. If the Target is knocked back and can-
not go the requisite distance (i.e. a wall is in the way), 

the remaining distance is treated as Falling Damage. 
However, unlike Falling Damage, Knockback Damage 
does a minimum of 1d5 True Impact even if the distance 
is 0-10 feet.

Knockback Damage does not gain the benefits of a 
Critical Hit.

EXAMPLE (PART 2)
Taylor’s character, not giving up on the fight, rises 
to their feet and hefts their Great Hammer. They 
manage to score a hit and trigger a Power Hit, send-
ing the Target flying for 10 feet (5 from the Power 
Hit and 5 from the Great Hammer). The Target hits 
a tree directly behind them. Because the Target 
cannot reach the full 10 feet, the Target suffers a 
minimum of 1d5 True Impact damage to the Torso.

Falling Damage Chart
DISTANCE FALLEN (FT) TRUE DAMAGE

0-10 —
11-20 1d5
21-30 2d5
31-40 3d5
41-50 4d5
51-60 5d5
61-70 6d5
71-80 7d5
81-90 8d5
91-100 9d5
101-110 10d5
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DAMAGE MITIGATION

Damage Mitigation is the total amount of damage a character can negate prior 
to reducing their overall health. Armor, Resistance, Cover, shields, and magic are 
available to protect your character from harm. Armor is particularly crucial — the 
better the armor quality, the more the incoming damage is reduced. Armor quality 
and strength are represented by Armor Value (AV).

EXAMPLE
A character receives 9 Slashing Damage to the Left 
Arm. Their AV at that location is able to mitigate the 
incoming damage by 5. Thus, they take 4 damage.

Advantage
Different types of armor have Advantages against cer-
tain types of Lethal Damage: Slashing (S), Piercing (P), 
Impact (I), Fire (F) and Electric (E). If an armor has an 
Advantage against a particular type of damage, it is 
able to halve the amount of incoming damage after 
Damage Mitigation.

EXAMPLE
A character’s armor has Advantage against pierc-
ing weapons. They are struck in the chest for 8 
damage. Their AV (4) reduces the incoming damage 

to 4. Because the armor has Advantage against 
piercing weapons, the damage is halved, reducing 
total damage dealt to 2.

Resistance
Resistance represents how well your character’s gear 
and Toughness reduce incoming Stamina Damage.

EXAMPLE
An enemy strikes you with their mace in an attempt 
to beat you into submission. They’re not trying to 
kill you, just wear you down. The Total Damage 
becomes 4 Stamina Damage. Your Resistance at 
the Hit Location they struck is 3. Your Stamina is 
reduced by -1.
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CONDITIONS

Characters suffering from external or internal effects that persist and hin-
der them mentally or physically are called Conditions. All Condition effects 
and the removal of those effects occur at the start of a Target or charac-
ter’s turn.

Most Conditions carry numerical values called Stacks and are represented 
by a number shielded in parentheses (X). Stacks represent how severely a 
character or Target is affected by a Condition. The higher the number, the 
more intense the Condition.

Listed Conditions pertain to the playtest scenario.
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Bleeding (X)
A character suffering from this Condition takes Xd5 True 
Damage each turn. This damage applies to the charac-
ter’s overall DP value if the character’s Health goes below 
0. Each Stack also represents the difficulty in stopping 
the bleeding — it requires 8 AP without a Medicine Skill 
to remove one Stack. Characters who have the Medicine 
Skill can remove one Stack for 6 AP at Novice, 4 AP at 
Expert, and 2 AP at Master. These Stacks remain spe-
cific to the part of the body they affect and must be 
independently removed.

Blind (X)
The Target or character suffers ½ SR to Combat 
and Perception-based Skills. They are considered 
Defenseless unless they pass a Normal (4) Perception 
Task at the start of their turn. The affected Target must 
pass this Task at the beginning of each of their turns for 
X turns.

Burning (X)
A character suffering from this Condition takes Xd5 Fire 
Damage at the beginning of the character’s next turn at 
the location currently burning. If the character receives 
any damage from the Condition after mitigation, the char-
acter must pass a Normal (5) Wisdom Task to continue 
Turn as normal or run around screaming (this Task only 
needs to be performed once per turn, regardless of how 
many Hit Locations are on fire). It takes 2 AP to remove 
each Stack of Fire. The Condition is continuous until all 
Stacks are removed.

Disoriented (X)
The character can only use ½ AP for X turns and removes 
one Reaction from the Target.

Encumbered
If a character goes over their Encumbrance, increase the 
time it takes them to travel by 50% and increase their 
Movement AP cost by 1. The character also loses one 
Dodge Reaction (min: 0). The character also loses 1 SP 
per combat encounter or every 10 Rounds (whichever 
is greater).

Stunned (X)
The character is unconscious for X turns. They cannot 
act or react during this state. The character is consid-
ered Prone and Vulnerable.

Suffocation (X)
The character suffers 2d5 True Damage per Round for 
X Rounds. If their Health is reduced to 0, the charac-
ter becomes unconscious. However, they now take 2d5 
Death Points per Round until they are resuscitated or 
die. If a character reaches more than ¾ of their Total DP 
and they are resuscitated, they must reduce one Mental 
Stat permanently by 1d5. To resuscitate, the affected 
character must pass a Hard (8) Toughness Task. Other 
characters may assist by passing a Normal (4) Wisdom 
or Intelligence Task.

Weakened (X)
A character suffering from this Condition does not gain 
Strength SR to weapons or Toughness SR to reduce 
Stamina Damage for X number of Rounds. Character 
also cannot Overdraw for X number of Rounds.
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HEALTH, STAMINA, 
AND DEATH

Health Points (HP) and Stamina Points (SP) are important aspects of gameplay. 
HP is measured by adding 20 to a character’s Toughness SR and Strength SR. 
Whereas, SP is measured by the character’s Toughness SR and Strength SR only. 
There is no way to increase the HP or SP of a character other than increasing their 
Tou SR or Str SR. Having a relatively static, low amount of health and stamina 
means players must weigh their options carefully, taking into consideration their 
situation, surroundings, and tactics when deciding whether to fight, flee, or talk.

Recovery
Recoveries are numerical representations of how many 
times a character regains health and stamina each day. 
The amount of Recoveries a character can use per day 
equals ½ their Tou SR. It takes a minimum of 1 hour to 
use a Recovery. Since healing takes time and the num-
ber of Recoveries is limited, it is that much more import-
ant for a character to take the necessary time to properly 
heal before engaging in any dangerous or strenuous activ-
ities. Characters that don’t use their Recoveries during 
the day utilize them per hour of rest at night. Characters 
regain Recoveries after a full night’s rest. If a character 
does not receive a full night’s rest, it is up to the GM on 
how many Recoveries a character regains.

Health
Lightly Injured
Any time a character’s HP is reduced below their maxi-
mum HP, they are considered Lightly Injured.

Recovering Health
To restore a character’s HP, you can use a Recovery — 
this represents the body’s natural healing abilities.

Amount of HP restored per Recovery = 1d5

Recovering Health With Medicine Skill
A receiving character must use a Recovery in conjunction 
with an Easy Medicine (0) Task (performed by another or 
themselves). The character then adds ½ Excess SR (neg-
ative or positive) of the Medicine Task being performed 
to the total amount of HP regained.

Recovery (1d5) + Medicine Task (½ Excess SR) = Total 
HP restored

EXAMPLE
Andrew’s character is performing a Medicine Task 
on Shannon’s character who is wounded. Shannon 
exhausts one Recovery and Andrew rolls for his 
Medicine (0) Task. He nets a total of 6 Excess 
SR from the Task. Shannon then rolls a 1d5 and 
reveals a 2. She adds half of the Excess SR gener-
ated by Andrew (3) for a total of 5 HP.
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Stamina
Stamina is the measure of a character’s ability to endure 
physical strain. Many things can contribute to stamina 
loss, including:

 � Lack of sleep or rest
 � Lack of food or water
 � Overexertion
 � Stamina Damage
 � Injuries
 � Excessive heat
 � Excessive cold
 � Poison
 � Illness
 � Addiction

Stamina Recovery
To restore a character’s SP, you can use a Recovery 
— this represents the body’s natural healing abilities. 
Rest, food, and drugs can increase the amount of 
Stamina regained.

Amount of SP restored per Recovery = 1

Resting
This is the most common method for a character to 
regain Stamina. The characters must spend a Recovery 
and rest for at least one hour. If they do not rest for at 
least a full hour, they do not regain any Stamina or utilize 
their Recovery.

Eating
Meals offer the most immediate form of regaining 
Stamina. Eating uses one Stamina Recovery and grants 
a bonus to the amount of Stamina that is recovered.

Poor-Quality Rations: +1 SP
Standard-Quality Rations: +2 SP
High-Quality Rations: +3 SP

Exhaustion
If a character’s Stamina reaches 0, any Stamina 
damage after becomes Exhaustion. For each point 
of Exhaustion gained through external means, the 
character must pass a Toughness Task DR equal to 
the number of current Exhaustion Points. If the Task 
is failed, the character falls unconscious for 1d5 

minutes per Exhaustion Point (EP). It is up to the GM 
on what occurs after the character falls unconscious.  

EXAMPLE
Andrew’s character has 1 SP remaining. His 
character gets struck by a weapon that does 
3 Stamina Damage. His character receives 2 
Exhaustion. They must now pass a Toughness Task 
DR of 2 due to the external cause of Exhaustion. 
 
Andrew rolls a 52. With a Toughness of 32, he suf-
fers -2 DoF, reducing his Toughness Sr from 3 to 
1. They fail the Task. With 2 EP, Andrew rolls 2d5 
to determine the number of minutes his character 
is unconscious. A 3 and a 1 is revealed. Andrew’s 
character is knocked unconscious for 4 minutes, 
effectively removing him from combat.

Death
A player character with 0 or less HP does not fall uncon-
scious or immediately die. Instead, they gain Death 
Points (DP).

DP represent serious injuries sustained by your character 
and take longer to heal from. DP are cumulative and can 
only be reduced with intense medical care. DP are also 
exclusive to the specific part of the body (Hit Location) 
damaged unless otherwise stated.

All characters start off with 0 DP. The maximum amount 
a character can accumulate is ½ their Total HP.

Once the maximum DP value is reached, the charac-
ter dies. However, characters can also die (see Dying, 
page 74) before reaching their maximum DP limit.

Non-player characters who reach 0 HP or less, however, 
can fall unconscious or die (GM discretion).

Critically Injured
A character with a Critical Injury means they have suf-
fered serious bodily harm; their HP has reached 0 and 
they will begin accruing DP. If the character’s incoming 
damage reduces their HP below 0, the character must 
calculate how many Death Points they have received at 
the designated Hit Location.
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EXAMPLE
Stephen’s character has 2 HP. They take an axe 
to the torso for 4 Slashing Damage. Their health 
is reduced to 0, and the remaining damage is con-
verted into DP. The DP for their torso is now 2. The 
character’s total DP is also raised to 2.

Exhaustion and Death Points
Driving yourself to death can be a real possibility in 
the world of Nuada. There is a limit to how much a per-
son’s body can take before causing extreme harm to 
themselves. Whenever a character gains Exhaustion 
past two times their Toughness SR, they begin gaining 
Death Points.

EXAMPLE
Justin’s character has a Toughness SR of 3, mean-
ing he can gain up to 6 EP before Stamina Damage 
turns into DP. They have already gained 5 EP 
through harsh travel and strenuous combat when 
they are struck with an electric weapon dealing 3 
True Stamina Damage. Justin’s character reaches 
their Exhaustion limit of 6; the remaining 2 EP con-
vert to 2 DP. They must now pass a Toughness 
Task DR of 6 or pass out.

Death Chart
After a character gains DP, the GM consults the Death 
Chart. The Death Chart gives effects based on Hit 
Location and the five main Damage types.

Due to length, the Death Chart has not been 
included in the quickstart guide. GMs are free 
to give critically injured characters penalties 
and Conditions based on the damage done to 
the body.

EXAMPLES
2 DP - SLASHING DAMAGE TO THE HEAD

Flesh splits and the Target feels a painful sting as 
blood drips from the wound. Target gains Bleeding 
(1) Condition.

4 DP - PIERCING DAMAGE TO THE ARM
A sharp pain jolts the Target and blood spurts from 
the arm. Target suffers -1 SR when using the dam-
aged arm and Bleeding (2) Condition.

5 DP - IMPACT DAMAGE TO ARM
The Target’s arm snaps. They must pass a Hard 
(6) Strength Task to hold on to any equipped items 
with the hand of the injured limb. Target suffers 
-6 SR when using the damaged arm and 2 True 
Stamina Damage.

7 DP - FIRE DAMAGE TO TORSO
The heat of the flames begins to char flesh and 
a foul smell fills the air. The Target suffers from 
Burning (2) Condition and 2 True Stamina Damage.

9 DP - ELECTRIC DAMAGE TO LEG
The screaming current races through the body and 
overloads the heart. Target suffers from Stunned 
(3) and Weakened (4) Conditions. Someone must 
pass a Difficult (10) Intelligence Task to salvage 
the leg. Otherwise, permanently reduce Agility stat 
by ½.

Removing Death Points
Death Points (DP) may only be removed with medi-
cal attention and the receiving character must spend 
1 Recovery in order to heal. DP can be removed by a 
Normal (4) Medicine Task, adding +1 DR for each DP at 
the location of the Critical Injury.

The amount of DP that can be altered equals the differ-
ence between the Total SR value against the Task DR 
(positive or negative). This means that the person admin-
istering medical attention can either heal or deal dam-
age. Damage dealt is treated as True Damage against 
the character’s maximum DP.

The max amount of DP that can be removed is up to the 
character’s Tou SR per day to avoid shock. Removing DP 
using magic still cannot exceed the amount that a char-
acter can Recover per day. HP can be regained while the 
character is suffering from DP.
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EXAMPLE
A character is suffering from 4 DP in their Right Arm. 
To remove DP, the attending medical professional 
would need to pass a Hard (8) Medicine Task. The 
GM rolls for the medical professional and reveals 
a Total SR of 12, meaning the physician would be 
able to successfully remove 4 DP. However, since 
the character’s Tou SR is 3, the most the character 
can remove this time is 3 DP.

Dying
There are two ways characters can die. The first is by 
accumulating 10 DP or more in a single body part (arm, 
torso or leg). The exception to this rule is the head — 
a character will die if they have 7 DP or more at this 
Hit Location.

The second way to die is by gaining a total amount of DP 
equal to or greater than a character’s Max DP.

EXAMPLE
A character’s Max DP is 12. They have gained 2 DP 
to the head, 3 DP to each arm, 1 DP to the torso, 
and 1 DP to each leg, for a total of 11 DP. If they 
gain anymore additional DP, the character dies.

NPC Death (Optional)
To speed up gameplay when fighting against NPCs, the 
GM may opt to have an NPC die or fall unconscious once 
their HP reaches 0. NPCs that are more important to 
the narrative, such as prominent antagonists or love 
interests, can be given more dramatic injuries or deaths 
using the Death Chart.
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NOTORIETY

Notoriety is used to determine a character’s noticeability within various environ-
ments. The higher their Notoriety, the more likely they will be recognized or remem-
bered by those they encounter. Gear, physical appearance, and choices all affect a 
character’s Notoriety.

When hiding, Notoriety can be used by GMs to help NPCs notice something odd in 
the direction of the character (i.e., the glint of armor, a flicker of movement, subtle 
noises, etc.). When in combat, Notoriety is used to determine how dangerous a 
character appears, potentially increasing the attention given to that character.

EXAMPLE
Jeff’s character has a Notoriety of 37 and Michaela’s character has a Notoriety 

of 15. This means Jeff’s character has a higher likelihood of alerting those 

nearby when trying to remain discreet. This also means Jeff’s character is may 

be viewed a greater threat by the enemy.
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Using Notoriety
Whenever necessary, GMs can roll a d100. If the result 
is less than the character’s Notoriety, the character has 
alerted a nearby Target of a possible disturbance. They 
will begin searching for the source.

During this time, the character may change location or 
try to stay quiet to prevent being spotted. Characters 
will have to perform an Agility or Stealth Skill Task vs 
the alerted Target’s Perception or Search SR. GMs can 
adjust the Task DR based on what the character does. 
If the character fails, they are spotted. If the character 
succeeds, the alerted character returns to their origi-
nal location.

GMs can roll against the entire company’s average 
Notoriety rather than each individual characters. In Blood 
of the Sea, the company’s average Notoriety is 35 (with-
out levi-cart it is 32). With Jaera and Ailis, it’s 31 (with-
out levi-cart it is 30).

EXAMPLE
Jeff’s character (37 Notoriety) is trying to climb 
over a wall to gain entry into a guarded location. 
For the guards within earshot, the GM rolls against 
the character’s Notoriety. The roll reveals a 10. The 
guards hear the impact of the drop.

One of them investigates the noise. With nowhere 
else to go besides an overgrown bush, Jeff’s char-
acter hides inside it. The suspicious guard rounds 
the corner and begins looking around. Jeff rolls 
an Agility Task against the guard’s Perception. He 
succeeds. The guard decides the noise must have 
been the wind and returns to their post.

Setting Notoriety
There are some situations where a character’s choices 
or equipment adds or removes Notoriety points. All set-
ting Notoriety is temporary and is lost once the charac-
ter leaves the area. However, other characters may still 

receive a bonus later on for remembering certain events 
or interactions relating to that character that occurred 
during the setting.

The chart below provides several broad examples of how 
to award temporary Notoriety.

Temporary Notoriety Chart

EXAMPLES TEMPORARY 
NOTORIETY

Regular Outfit 0
Guild Regalia/Noticeable 
Trait +5

Unique Trait/Strange 
Noise/Using Magic +10

Crimes Committed in 
Plain Sight/Loud Noise +20

High Notoriety In Combat
A character with high Notoriety is viewed as a more dan-
gerous target during combat than a character with low 
Notoriety. Bigger and showier arms and armor tend to 
draw more attention in combat than someone who is 
barely noticeable.

In this instance, Notoriety can be used to help the GM 
with determining who to target within a Combat Encounter 
(proximity, narrative, random chance, and player choice 
can also affect who is targeted more often and who is 
not). This guideline would only apply to sapient creatures 
such as other humans.

GM Discretion
It is the GM’s Discretion on whether or not to roll against 
Notoriety for the chance the company is noticed. There 
are numerous factors that are in play. However, crea-
tures with heightened senses would have the GM roll 
twice against the characters’ Notoriety.
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GEAR
Due to length, only items that are used by characters in the venture Blood of the 
Sea are featured.

Encumbrance
Encumbrance is determined by a character’s physical prowess and represents 
how much they can carry comfortably in a given situation without incurring 
Stamina loss.

Maximum Encumbrance
(Str SR + Tou SR) x 2

Encumbrance Rating
Each item in Nuada possesses an Encumbrance Rating (ER). The rating denotes 
how easily an item can be carried. A high ER may be given because of an item’s 
heaviness or its awkward shape. Items with 0 ER can still incur Encumbrance if 
they are carried in bulk and not stored properly in a storage container like a back-
pack or chest. A general guideline to follow for lightweight items is that for every 
5 items of the same type the character gains 1 ER. However, the GM has full dis-
cretion on what type of penalty to give to the character depending on what they’re 
carrying and how much of it.

Encumbered Penalties
If a character goes over their Maximum Encumbrance, they gain the Encumbered 
Condition (See page 70).
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Armor
Leather
Fashionable and lightweight, leather armor is enjoyed by 
those wishing to make a statement. Its versatility means 
leatherworkers can fashion it withstand different types 
of damage. It is also one of the few armors able to with-
stand fire.

ARMOR VALUE 3

RESISTANCE 1

ADVANTAGE
Choose One  

(Slashing, Piercing, or 
Impact) and Fire

SET ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

6

SET NOTORIETY 12

Tech
Modern, yet bulkier than normal plate, copper wires and 
steam tubes protrude from tech armor to house steam 
compressors, batteries, and vapor tanks.

The torso is fitted with special compartments to hold up 
to two small batteries without Slot requirements.

ARMOR VALUE 4 

RESISTANCE 1 

ADVANTAGE
Slashing, Piercing, and 

Electric 

SET ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

12 

SET NOTORIETY 30 

SET SLOTS 40

Light Plate
Light Plate is used mostly by governing bodies and the 
wealthy to outfit their standing armies. It is the most 
affordable Plate Armor available.

ARMOR VALUE 5 

RESISTANCE 1 

ADVANTAGE Slashing and Piercing 

SET ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

6 

SET NOTORIETY 25

Heavy Cloak (Auxiliary Armor)
Cloaks made of leather grant not only protection against 
the elements but can distract attackers or deflect strikes 
by hiding the profile of the wearer. Grants +2 Dodge SR.
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Weapons
Arc Slinger
When it comes to ranged weaponry, the arc slinger is 
cutting-edge. Descended from the arc cannons used 
in airship-to-airship combat to disable flux nodes and 
wreak havoc on electrical systems, the portable slinger 
is deadly in close combat and tight quarters. Arc slingers 
are designed to discharge immense bursts of electricity. 
Unlike other ranged weapons, these bursts generate a 
great deal of heat. Built-in safety features require the 
wielder to wait several seconds before discharging it 
once more.

Costs -20 Charge to use.

DAMAGE DIE 2d10 

WEAPON DAMAGE 5 

RANGE (FT) 15/30/45 

TRAITS
Charge-Up, Cooldown (1), 
Normal, Special, Stagger 

(2), Tech, Weary (2) 

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

3 

NOTORIETY 12 

COST 100

Dart Pistol
A dart pistol, sometimes referred to as a powered hand-
bow, is a smaller variant of the powered crossbow that 
can be wielded with one hand. Favored for its lightweight 
and rapid discharge, the dart pistol is often carried by 
highborns to for its novelty. Though less powerful than 
the traditional crossbow, it is capable of snapping off 
multiple shots in quick succession.

Costs -1 Charge to use.

DAMAGE DIE 1d5 

WEAPON DAMAGE -1

RANGE (FT) 25/50/75 

TRAITS
Light, Quick,  

Rapid Fire (2), Tech

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

1 

NOTORIETY 5 

COST 80

Great Axe
More than twice the size of a battle axe, the great axe 
can pierce steel and hack a foe’s limb off with ease. 
These weapons are found most often in Uldris and 
Caledon due to the prevalence of thick, sprawling forests 
and giant trees.

DAMAGE DIE 2d10 

WEAPON DAMAGE +2

DAMAGE TYPE S 

TRAITS Shatter, Unwieldy 

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

3 

NOTORIETY 3 

COST 35
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Hand Cannon
The hand cannon is the larger, more powerful version of 
the steam pistol. It is advised to discharge this weapon 
with two hands to ensure accuracy and reduce injury.

Weapon damage is based on Ammunition.

DAMAGE DIE 2d5 

WEAPON DAMAGE 3 

RANGE (FT) 50/100/150 

TRAITS
Knockback (1), 
Penetrating (1),  

Heavy, Tech 

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

2 

NOTORIETY 4 

COST 40

Knife
Small, light, and easy to hide, a knife is the quintessen-
tial weapon and tool of choice for most people. Knives 
can even be specialized for cooking, hunting, carving, 
cleaving or throwing.

DAMAGE DIE 1d5 

WEAPON DAMAGE -1

DAMAGE TYPE S/P 

TRAITS
Light, Parry, Penetrating 

(1), Puncture, Quick, 
Thrown 

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

0 

NOTORIETY 1 

COST 5

Long Knife
The long knife averages around two feet in length, not 
including the short handle, and is used to stab, cut, 
and slash. They are a standard weapon for commoners, 
cannoneers, and pirates, but are also popular among 
Merathi high borns to show off their wealth and status.

DAMAGE DIE 1d5 

WEAPON DAMAGE +1

DAMAGE TYPE S/P 

TRAITS
Balanced, Parry, 

Penetrating (1), Puncture, 
Quick 

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

1

NOTORIETY 2 

COST 10

Tech Blade
A modern weapon for the traditional warrior. It is a gritty 
fusion of deadly steel and crazed engineering. Typically 
single-edged, a simple pull of its trigger transforms 
it into a fearsome martial weapon. A blade that spits 
fire or nauseates its foes after a single blow should not 
be underestimated.

Kuara’s tech blade has a storm module embedded into 
it. When activated, it gains the Shocking (2) Trait. Costs 
-4 Charges to use.

DAMAGE DIE 1d10 

WEAPON DAMAGE -1

DAMAGE TYPE S

TRAITS Balanced, Tech

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

1

NOTORIETY 8 

COST 35
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Steam Long Gun
The weapon features a long, smoothbore barrel, the 
ammunition breech loaded into the top of the gun above 
the trigger. A steel-braided tube runs from the midsection 
or end of the gun to the bottom of the steam compressor 
carried on the wielder’s back. Once the compressor is 
activated, constant steam pressure is fed into the bul-
let chamber, a safety mechanism noisily vents excess 
steam to ensure the barrel does not explode. When the 
steam gun is discharged, a puff of steam releases from 
the end of the barrel.

DAMAGE DIE 1d10 

WEAPON DAMAGE 2 

RANGE (FT) 75/150/ 225 

TRAITS Tech 

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

2 

NOTORIETY 4

COST 25

Torrak
Wolf riders of Caledon are legendary for their ability to 
wield the torrak. The long, single-edged blade is affixed 
to a lengthened handle, making it easier to do sweeping 
strikes while riding past the enemy. Torrak blades must 
be wrapped in cloth and carried on the back or by hand 
since they are too long to strap to the hip or carry in 
a sheath.

DAMAGE DIE 2d10 

WEAPON DAMAGE +2

DAMAGE TYPE S

TRAITS
Critical, Reach**, 

Unwieldy 

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

2

NOTORIETY 7

COST 50

Wristblade
Wristblades, also known as hidden blades or bladed 
gauntlets, can be worn above or below the wrist depend-
ing on the preference of the wearer. Such weapons 
are banned in Khadar as they are a calling card of an 
infamous group of assassins called the Reapers. The 
complicated spring-loaded devices are quite popular in 
Lemaria, merchant princes and princesses alike using 
them to show off or strike back at enemies quickly.

DAMAGE DIE 1d5

WEAPON DAMAGE +2

DAMAGE TYPE S/P

TRAITS
Light, Penetrating (1), 

Puncture, Quick, Ready

ENCUMBRANCE 
RATING

1

NOTORIETY 2

COST 10
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Weapon Traits
TRAIT EFFECT

BALANCED Gives +2 SR to Parry Reactions with the associated weapon.

CHARGE-UP Costs 6 AP to set up before venting or discharging. Can use Move and Aim Action while charging up.

COOLDOWN (X) Weapon is ineffective for X number of Rounds after use.

CRITICAL Doubles Crit % of the weapon. 

HEAVY
Attack Action AP cost is 7. Crit Range is 5%. Must use two hands to operate without penalty. Damage die 
changes to 2d10 vs Vulnerable Targets.

KNOCKBACK 
(X)

On a hit, Target is knocked back 5ft x X and is Prone. Targets with Small Trait increase X by +1. Large 
Targets treat X as -1 (min: 0). Huge Targets treat X as -2 (min: 0).

LIGHT The weapon can be easily hidden. Grants +2 to Wisdom SR when attempting to hide from a search.

NORMAL Attack Action AP cost is 6. Crit Range is 7%.

PARRY Can be used in off-hand to Parry without suffering from SR penalty. 

PENETRATING (X) (Pen) Roll X additional damage die. Choose the highest value(s). 

PUNCTURE Weapon gains + ⅓ Agi SR damage vs Vulnerable Targets.

QUICK Attack Action AP cost is 5. Crit Range is 9%. Damage die changes to 1d10 against Defenseless or Vulnerable Targets.

RAPID FIRE (X)
Weapon can fire X number of times for -2 AP per shot. Cost to reload the weapon is 2 AP per shot. Can be 
used to discharge the entire clip (up to character’s total AP) in Narrative Round.

REACH Increase Range of the weapon by 5 feet. Suffer -4 SR to Combat Skills when using the weapon against adjacent Targets.

READY
The first Attack Action with this weapon costs -2 AP. The weapon can be used in Narrative Round if the wielder moves. 
It does not gain the AP bonus at the start of combat if the weapon is used in Narrative Round.

RENDING (X) Target suffers Bleeding (X) Condition if damaged.

SHATTER
Reduce Shield (X) SR bonus by ¼. A difference of 6 SR or more against the Target’s SR when attacking 
reduces overall AV by -1.

SHIELD (X)
Gain +X SR bonus to Reactions when Parrying with the item. Grants Cover bonus when used with Hunker 
Down Action or Block Reaction.
Shield (3-4) - ¼ Cover | Shield (5-6) - ½ Cover | Shield (7+) - ¾ Cover

SHOCKING (X) Target suffers Xd5 Stamina Damage on hit.

SPECIAL The weapon has a unique change in base usage. See the weapon’s description.

STAGGER (X) Target suffers Disoriented (X) Condition on hit.

TECH Weapon has additional rules within its description and may require other tech items to be used to its full potential.

THROWN
Does weapon’s Total Damage when Thrown. Uses Throw [Weapon] (or Ranged SR if the item is unconven-
tional). Optimal Range = 10 ft x Str SR.

UNWIELDY Attack Action AP cost is 10. This weapon does not have a Parry Reaction unless Str SR is above 5. Crit Range is 3%.

WEARY (X) Target suffers Weakened (X) Condition on hit.
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Tech Items
Tech Gear covers some of the latest innovations in com-
bat and technology, from batteries and inferno gauntlets 
to the latest advancements such as radios and thunder 
shells. There is variety enough to suit any mercenary’s 
needs as long as they have the proper coin or paper.

Slots
Gauntlets, Tech Packs, and special armor provide Slot 
connections for specific tech items. If applicable, a 
tech item will list how many Slots it needs to attach to 
a device.

Charges
Many tech items require power, or Charges, to operate. Batteries provide a des-
ignated number of Charges (see below). Once an item has drained a battery of 
Charges, it will need to be recharged via a charging station.

ITEM SLOTS CHARGES ER NOTORIETY COST

SMALL BATTERY -5 +20 0 0 15

SMALL SOLA 
SPHERE

-1 -1* 0 0 15

SMALL TECH PACK +20 — 1 7 30

*When activated, Charges last per hour before needing a recharge.

Small Battery
Batteries power many things, including gauntlets, mod-
ules, weapons with the Tech Trait, radios, and so forth. 
For weapons that use steam, the battery heats up the 
flux solution inside the steam compressor (the flux solu-
tion is a mixture of crushed flux crystals and water — flux 
crystals lower the boiling point of the water). The steam 
is fed through tubes, creating constant pressure until 
vented or the battery is turned off.

Small Sola Sphere
To create a sola sphere, a pale, low-grade crystal is 
encased in a glass orb with metal panels sliding open 
and closed at the press of a button. The device is fit-
ted with a built-in capacitor to allow for hours of use 
before needing to recharge. However, once activated the 
charged crystal’s light cannot be deactivated until the 
charge runs out. The metal panels around the glass orb 
can wrap around the device like scaled armor, allowing 
the user to “extinguish” the light if needed.

Small sola spheres have a light range of 15 feet.

Small Tech Pack
Tech packs are designed with special Slots to connect to 
items like batteries and steam compressors. The larger 
the tech pack, the more equipment a person can carry.

Costs 6 AP to remove during combat.
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Miscellaneous Items
ITEM EFFECTS ER NOTORIETY COST

CATALYST STONE 
(TOUCH OF HEAL)

Imbued flux crystal. Must know Words 
imbued within to use. 5 spells — each use 
grants 3 HP or removes 1 DP. Deals 1 True 
Stamina Damage to Target. Costs 6 AP.  
See page 53 to learn more.

0 0* Varies

FLUX TALISMAN
A flux crystal worn as a necklace, bracelet or 
other kind of jewelry to ward off evil spirits or 
focus one’s mental energy.

0 4 2

HOURGLASS
Used to keep track of a specific length 
of time.

0 0 5

REMOTE 
DETONATOR

Must be within 300 ft of the receiver. 0 0 N/A

SCROLL Used to keep records or random scribbles. 0 0 3 per foot

SIMPLE OUTFIT
A lower or middle class person’s typi-
cal wardrobe.

0 0 30

THERMITE
Deals 4d10 Fire Damage for 1d5 Rounds 
against a Stationary Target.

0 2 N/A

*Notoriety increases if item is displayed or used.

Supplies
Foodstuffs, ammo, and other groups of identical items 
are tracked using a Supply Die. Each level of Supply Dice 
represents a range of supplies available for the charac-
ter or company. This removes the need to keep track of 
each item gained or lost.

Whenever these supplies are affected, such as in com-
bat, a day of travel or swimming across a river, the player 
must roll the appropriate Supply Die to see how much 
they used, consumed or lost. If a number other than 1 is 
rolled, the supply remains unaffected. If a player rolls a 
1, their supply is reduced to the next smaller Supply Die. 
If they roll a 1 and they had a d4 supply, it means they’ve 
run out of the item and must find or buy more. Supplies 
can be replenished at a general goods store, a market 
or by other means.

For encounters that use Ammunition, players roll once 
after the encounter concludes. The results represent 
either the loss or retrieval of Ammunition.

EXAMPLE
Sarah’s character has a d8 supply of arrows. 
During an encounter, her character uses a bow to 
dispatch a bandit. After the encounter, Sarah rolls 
the Supply Die once and receives a 1. Her archer’s 
new supply of arrows is down to a d6.

Multiple Supply Dice representing the exact same items 
are added together to create a single Supply Die of a 
higher range.

EXAMPLE
A character has a d4 supply of arrows but, after 
rummaging through an enemy campsite, they find a 
d6 supply of arrows of the same type. The character 
can combine these arrows to create a d8 supply.
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Encumbrance
The ER of supplies varies based on the Supply Die of 
each item. Review the chart below to see how its Supply 
Level affects a character’s ER. As with other items, it is 
up to GM’s discretion on whether to increase or decrease 
a character’s ER.

SUPPLY 
LEVEL

SUPPLY 
DIE ER NOTORIETY

1 1d4 0 0

2 1d6 0 0

3 1d8 1 0

4 1d10 1 1

5 1d12 2 1

6 1d20 2 2

Ammunition
TYPE EFFECTS

Standard
Standard Ammunition. Damage type 
is Piercing.

Sharp
Sharpened tip. Weapon gains Penetrating 
(1) Trait. Damage type is Piercing. 

Serrated
Serrated tip. Has Rending (2) Condition. 
Damage type is Slashing.

Blunt Flattened tip. Damage type is Impact.

Rations
TYPE EFFECTS

Poor

Poor substitute for traditional rations. 
Bland and unsavory flavors saturate the 
stale foodstuffs. Adds +1 to SP when 
using a Recovery.

Standard
Comes with enough food or ingredients 
to last for a day or more. Adds +2 to SP 
when using a Recovery.

High-
Quality

Foodstuffs fit for royalty. At least, that is 
what the marketing promotes. Adds +3 to 
SP when using a Recovery.

Tech Supplies
In order for technomancers to upgrade Tech Gear, they 
will need to have Tech Supplies on hand. Tech Supplies 
include small tools like pliers, wrenches, cutters, and 
drills, as well as other items such as wires, screws, bits, 
metal scraps, springs, steel-braided tubes, etc. You can 
even use a bit of paint if it suits your fancy.

QUALITY DESCRIPTION

Poor
Rudimentary Tech Supplies. Reduce 
Tech SR by -2 when Tinkering.

Standard Standard Tech Supplies. 

Good Provides +2 Tech SR for Tinkering.

High Provides +4 Tech SR for Tinkering.
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NPC STATS

Jengu Scout - Threat 3
Stats

AGI PER STR TOU MEL
43 30 22 28 41

CHA INT WIL WIS RAN 
24 32 42 34 29

Armor
HIT LOCATION AV ADVANTAGE RESISTANCE
Natural (1-10) 4 Impact 1

Health & Movement 
HP SP AP MOVE
14 4 12 5’

HEIGHTENED SENSES REGENERATION
Hearing 2

Skills
Athletics: (Str 4)
Dodge: (Agi 6)
Weapon Use: [Claws] (Mel 6)
Weapon Use: [Jengu Melee] (Mel 6)
Weapon Use: [Jengu Range] (Ran 4)

Reactions: 5
Dodge: (Agi 6) - 3
Parry: 2 (One Each Arm)*

 � Javelin or Spear (Mel 8)
*Can only use one weapon to parry once.

Gear: Jengu Spear, Jengu Javelin (2), Magnesium 
Torch, Unknown Food Stuff (will cause Weakened 
Condition (1d4 hours) if consumed)

Weapons
WEAPON AP DAMAGE CRIT %

Jengu Spear 7 2d5+3 Piercing 4%

TRAITS/RANGE
Heavy: 7 AP, 2d10 vs Vulnerable Targets  
Reach: 10’ Range, -2 SR vs Adjacent Targets 
Penetrating (1): Roll 1 additional Dmg Die, choose 
the highest.

Jengu Javelin (2) 6 1d10+3 Piercing 6%

TRAITS/RANGE
Normal: 6 AP  
Thrown: 20’/30’/40’ Range 
Reach: 10’ Range, -4 SR vs Adjacent Targets

Claws 5 1d5-1 Slashing 8%

TRAITS/RANGE
Quick: 5 AP, 1d10 vs Defenseless & Vulnerable 
Targets 
Rending (1): Causes Bleeding (1) on Damage

Traits
Aquatic: Suffers no AP penalty when moving in water.
Heighten Senses [Hearing]: All rolls on Notoriety are 
rerolled, choosing the better result when it pertains to 
noises made by players. GM Discretion.
Natural Armor: Gains Natural Armor (4) Trait. Reduce 
incoming damage by 4 that has an advantage against 
Impact Damage.
Natural Weapons [Claws]: Gains use of their hands as 
lethal weapons
Regenerative Body: Gains Regen (2) Trait. Restores 2 
HP at the start of the creature’s next turn. Removes 2 
stacks of bleeding after the condition’s effect is applied.
Serpentine: Gains +1 Dodge Reaction. Can perform 
Grapple Stunt Action as a free action and gain +2 SR 
when performing the action. Total HP is decreased to 10 
+ Str SR + Tou SR.
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Jengu Enforcer - Threat 5
Stats

AGI PER STR TOU MEL
53 37 24 33 47

CHA INT WIL WIS RAN
29 35 47 37 38

Armor
HIT LOCATION AV ADVANTAGE RESISTANCE
Natural (1-10) 5 Impact 2

Health & Movement 
HP SP AP MOVE
15 5 13 10’

HEIGHTENED SENSES REGENERATION

Hearing 4

Skills
Athletics: (Str 4)
Dodge: (Agi 9)
Weapon Use: [Claws] (Mel 6)
Weapon Use: [Jengu Melee] (Mel 8)
Weapon Use: [Jengu Range] (Ran 7)

Reactions: 5
Dodge: (Agi 9) - 3
Parry: 2 (One Each Arm)*

 � [Short Spear] (Mel 8)
 � [Shield] (Mel 13)

*Can only use one weapon to parry once.

Gear: Jengu Short Spear, Magnesium Torch, Unknown 
Food Stuffs (will cause Weakened Condition (1d4 hours) 
if consumed)

Weapons
Weapon AP Damage Crit %

Jengu Short 
Spear

6 1d10+3 Piercing 6%

TRAITS/RANGE 
Normal: 6 AP 
Penetrating (1): Roll 1 additional Dmg Die, choose 
the highest.

Claws 5 1d5-1 Slashing 8%

TRAITS/RANGE 
Quick: 5AP, 1d10 vs Defenseless & Vulnerable Targets 
Rending (1): Causes Bleeding (1) on Damage

Jengu Shield 6 1d10+2 Impact 6%

TRAITS/RANGE 
Normal: 6 AP 
Parry: Can be used in offhand to Parry without suf-
fering from SR penalty.  
Shield (5): Gain +5 SR bonus to Reactions. ½ Cover 
bonus when used with Hunker Down or Block Reaction.

Traits
Aquatic: Suffers no AP penalty when moving in water.
Electric Discharge: Whenever a Jengu successfully per-
forms a Takedown Stunt on a target, the target suffers 
Shocking (1) and all of the Target’s electrical equipment 
fails. This effect occurs at the start of both the Jengu 
and the Target’s turn until the Target is released.
Heighten Senses [Hearing]: All rolls on Notoriety are 
rerolled, choosing the better result when it pertains to 
noises made by players. GM Discretion.
Natural Armor: Gains Natural Armor (5) Trait. Reduce 
incoming damage by 5 that has advantage against 
Impact Damage.
Natural Weapons [Claws]: Gains use of their hands as 
lethal weapons.
Regenerative Body: Gains Regen (4) Trait. Restores 2 
HP at the start of the creature’s next turn. Removes 4 
stacks of bleeding after the condition’s effect is applied.
Serpentine: Gains +1 Dodge Reaction. Can perform 
Grapple Stunt Action as a free action and gains +2 SR 
when performing the action. Total HP is decreased to 10 
+ STR SR + TOU SR.
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Jengu Bloodcaller - Threat 7
Stats

AGI PER STR TOU MEL
56 46 28 35 39

CHA INT WIL WIS RAN
30 38 56 41 46 

Armor
HIT LOCATION AV ADVANTAGE RESISTANCE
Natural (1-10) 4 Impact 2

Health & Movement 
HP SP AP MOVE
15 5 15 10’

HEIGHTENED SENSES REGENERATION
Hearing 8

Skills
Athletics: (Str 4)
Blood Magic: (Ran 8)
Dodge: (Agi 9)
Weapon Use: [Claws] (Mel 6)
Weapon Use: [Jengu Melee] (Mel 8)
Weapon Use: [Jengu Range] (Ran 8)

Reactions: 5
Dodge: (Agi 9) - 3
Parry: 2 (One Each Arm)*

 � [Jengu Dagger] (Mel 8)
*Can only use weapon to parry once.

Weapons & Shields
WEAPON AP DAMAGE CRIT %

Jengu Knife 5
1d5+3 Slashing 

or Piercing
9%

TRAITS/RANGE
Quick: 5AP, 1d10 vs Defenseless & Vulnerable Targets 
Parry: Can be used to Parry on offhand without penalty. 
Puncture: +3 Dmg vs Vulnerable Targets 
Penetrating (1): Roll 1 additional Dmg Die, choose the highest.

Claws 5 1d5-1 Slashing 8%

TRAITS/RANGE
Quick: 5AP, 1d10 vs Defenseless & Vulnerable Targets 
Rending (1): Causes Bleeding (1) on Damage

Traits
Aquatic: Suffers no AP penalty when moving in water.
Heighten Senses [Hearing]: All rolls on Notoriety are 
rerolled, choosing the higher result when it pertains to 
noises made by players. GM Discretion.
Natural Armor: Gains Natural Armor (4) Trait. Reduce incoming 
damage by 4 that has an advantage against Impact Damage.
Natural Weapons [Claws]: Gains use of their hands as 
lethal weapons.
Regenerative Body: Gains Regen (8) Trait. Restores 8 
HP at the start of the creature’s next turn. Removes 8 
stacks of bleeding after the condition’s effect is applied.
Serpentine: Gains +1 Dodge Reaction. Can perform 
Grapple Stunt Action as a free action and gain +2 SR when 
performing the action. Total HP is decreased to 10 + STR 
SR + TOU SR.

Gear: Headdress, Jengu Knife, Magnesium Torch, 
Unknown Food Stuffs (will cause Weakened (1d4 hours) 
if consumed)

Blood Magic
SPELL AP DAMAGE COST

Blood Bolt 6 1d10+2 (S/P/I) 1d5 HP

DESCRIPTION
Creates one coral bolt from blood that is hurled at 
the Target. 
Range: 50’— For an additional 1d5 HP (Max: 2d5): 
• Create one additional bolt Or • +2 DMG to a single bolt

SPELL AP DAMAGE COST
Blood Prison 6 N/A 1d5 HP

DESCRIPTION
Create a coral prison that immobilizes the Target.  
Must make Strength Task vs 2 DR or become Immobilized. 
Range: 30’ — For an additional 1d5 HP (Max: 2d5): 
• Increase DR by 2. OR • Increase the number of Targets by 1.
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Merathi Prisoners - Threat 3
Stats

AGI PER STR TOU MEL
30 30 34 32 34

CHA INT WIL WIS RAN
25 28 34 31 36

Armor
HIT LOCATION AV ADVANTAGE RESISTANCE

N/A 0 N/A 2

Health & Movement 
HP SP AP MOVE

26 6 11 5’

Language
Merathi: Speak, Read, Write

Skills
Weapon Use: [Swords] (Mel 7)
Weapon Use: [Steam] (Ran 7)
Dodge: (Agi 7)

Reactions: 3
Dodge: (Agi 7) - 1
Parry: 2 (One Each Arm)*

 � [Right Arm] (Mel 3)
 � [Left Arm] (Mel 2)

*Can only use weapon to parry once.

Gear: Merathi Uniforms
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Former Warden Ailis - Threat 5
Stats

AGI PER STR TOU MEL
38 32 41 38 42

CHA INT WIL WIS RAN
35 32 30 35 32

Armor
HIT LOCATION AV ADVANTAGE RESISTANCE

Light Plate 
(1-10)

5 S / P 3

Health & Movement 
HP SP AP MOVE
27 7 13 5’

Language
Merathi: Speak, Read, Write
Zuranya: Speak, Read, Write
Calish: Speak

Skills
Dodge: (Agi 9)
Weapon Use: [Great Blades] (Mel 10)
Weapon Use: [Hand Cannon] (Ran 9)

Weapons & Shields
WEAPON AP DAMAGE CRIT %

Great Axe 8
2d10+7 
Slashing

2%

TRAITS/RANGE
Shatter: Reduce Shield(X) by half. If Attack is 4 SR or 
more, Damage ignores 2 AV. 
Unwieldy: 8 AP; May not use for Parry Reaction 
unless Str SR > 5.

Hand Cannon 7 2d5+3 Impact 4%

TRAITS/RANGE
Heavy: 7 AP, 2d10 vs Vulnerable Targets 
Knockback (1): Target hit fall back 5’ 
Penetrating (1): Roll 1 additional Dmg Die, choose 
the highest.

Reactions: 3
Dodge: (Agi 9) - 1
Parry:  2 (One Each Arm)*

 � [Great Blades] (Mel 10)
 � [Hand Cannon] (Mel 5)
(Mel 3 if in Offhand)

*Can only use weapon to parry once.

Gear: 1d6 Standard Rations, 1d6 Steam Bullets, 
Great Axe, Hand Cannon, Small Soela Spheres (2)

Talents
Quick Counter I: After a successful Reaction, Character 
may make a Melee Attack Action at a -4 SR Penalty. 
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Jaera - Threat 1
Stats

AGI PER STR TOU MEL
31 30 27 26 29

CHA INT WIL WIS RAN
30 45 33 34 29

Armor
HIT LOCATION AV ADVANTAGE RESISTANCE
Leather (1-10) 3 P / F 2

Health & Movement 
HP SP AP MOVE
24 4 12 5’

Language
Merathi: Speak, Read, Write
Zuranya: Speak, Read, Write
Khangali: Speak

Skills
Tech: (Int 10)
Weapon Use: [Steam] (Ran 4)

Reactions: 3
Dodge: (Agi 5) - 1
Parry: 2 (One Each Arm)*

 � [Steam Pistol] (Mel 2)
(Mel 1 if in Offhand)

*Can only use one weapon to parry once.

Weapons & Shields
WEAPON AP DAMAGE CRIT %

Steam Pistol 6 1d5+1 9%

TRAITS/RANGE
Quick: 5AP, 1d10 vs Defenseless & Vulnerable Targets

Spammer Ability
CURRENT CHARGE: 20 CHARGE COST: 6

TYPE DESCRIPTION AP

Offensive
1d5 + 2 Electric Damage  
Shocking (1): 1d5 Stamina on Hit

6

Defensive

Vs Melee Attack, + 2 SR to Reactions 
Once per Round. Must still use 
Reaction to provide a bonus to 
adjacent allies.

N/A

Utility

Disable Equipment for 2 Rounds 
Disorient (2): ½ Total AP for Target 
The target cannot be affected mul-
tiple times at once

6

Talents
Multi-Lingual II: 
Can Speak, Read and Write: Zuranya. 
Can Speak: Khangali

Gear: 1d6 Standard Rations, 1d6 Steam Bullets, 
Steam Pistol, Small Soela Spheres (2), Heavy Cloak, 
Book on Jengu, Binoculars, Flint and Steel, Goggles, 
Spammer, Small Battery (2), Mini Tech Pack
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⅓ n

CHARACTER SHEETS
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